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AND INFORMATION RESOURCES 
Introduction: 
Information Resource Management and State Government 
State governm~nt annual 
distributes millions of pages o 
responsibilities. management o 
resources -- data-processing te 
thus a metaphor for the of 
whole. In 1985, the value o 
resources -- including data 
approached $1 billion. 
of magnitude in the coming 
business of government is 
management of these cons 
will be required, to 
are wisely deployed. 
Existing law provides 
Information Technology (in 
Office of Telecommunications 
Services) have oversight and 
government's use of information 
are expected to initiate 
strategic direction may 
and consultants. Investment 
become an end in itself, 








In the absence 
have independently 
technology, often on 
vendors, sometimes 
adopted a more 
putting off all 
do with what is at 
cost" of not updating 
situation calls for 
Legislative responses. 
for more cohesive State strategic 
1983 with AB 2074 (Farr, 
assigned to OIT overarch 
State's policies and 
legislative solution was 
the following section) • 
numerous suggestion of 
Hoover Commission, the 
would consolidate OIT and 
munications and In 
eliminate apparent 
strategic policymaking 
of expertise available 
planning. This bill 
with the Governor. 
This hearing is 
state government responses to an 
effective has been the AB 2074 
information resource 
(like AB 808) warranted? 
well-managed? Are agency 
of the opportunities 
telecorr@unications 
and decisive coordination 
These are some of 
The State of Cali 
on a wide array of e 
telecommunications 
State of California 
on electronic data ss 
million on telecommunications 
data centers with annual 
each. One data center's 
Further, the State 
or rents approximately 
and operates 41 multi-




• ' and personal organized committees 
appointed to advise 































example, the most 
communications 
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flected in organizational change 
as the three functions are 
soli dated. 
In one respect, 
of the CIO is 
tion among n<>1tw<>rk m2mage1rs 
and their communications 
staffs. It signifies 
tion and communications tech-
nology are becoming 
portant to corporate success. 
Technology management is 
more visible and more 
fuL SOJ)hi:sti<:atE:d "''~""'·""!5.Y 
<>v'"'''ti'~'"' have 
ties for influence and reward 
within their coJFpl:!ratwns. 
On the other 
usually ap]pointE:d 
ranks of 
derstand the uu:orm<l:ulm 
tern function, are often 
sure of the role of communica-
tions and voice n<>tworldn><' 















or future decreases in ex· 
penst~ thdt will result in in· 
crementdl profit). From this 
valuatwn process, the return 
on investmt•nt (ROI) may be 
calculated end the 
. for ROI achievement 
assigned. The next logical 
is the capitalization and 
amortization of information 
costs over a period of time 
to their benefit or use-
life. These costs could 
then be 
terprise's state-
ments as any other asset. 
The criteria for this as-
set would be similar to those 
r accuracy, 
to future cash flows. 
of time. An is the ac-
of a which 
may be expensed over a four-
year Some assets, 
such as buildings, are amor-
tized over a much longer pe-
riod of time. Improvements 
or additions to the assets may 
be added to the value of the 
asset, with a commensurate 
amortization schedule. 
In the case of 
even though the initial use-
ful life may be determined to 
be three or four the ac-
tual value may increased 
added information and 
"maintenance" 
that would in effect extend 
its useful life. 
The audit criteria are sim-
Is the information accu-
Howevw, b\ l\ /lng 
the information , 1 ,Jdlh ng 
other ··•rmalwn 
ue and 
termine whether this is the 
case. The audit might in-
dude some statistical sam-
to evaluate "H~ accura-
cy the data as wt•H as its 
from some 
source. 
Hardware, Software Costs 
One source of confusion 
should be t< rest: How 
should the harc1ware and 
software costs of information 











S te Management of lecommunica io s n 
ASSEMBLY C 
CHAI WOMAN EN MOOR : I 
ntelligent use of information reso 
nd data processing -- is key to t 
p ivate organizations, state gove nme 
s bstantia1 investrne t n nformat o 
with foresight. Many observers have r a e 
resources a e managed n an organiza 
ay th t he organization is anag d. 
g ver rnent if it is to be well-rna ge , t 
its infcrmatio resources. 
According to he Of ice o n 
n 1984-85, California state government aae 
processing in estments of over $500 1 ; 
Million were spent on telecommunication r 
Jt has been predicted, by the Legi lat 
that future cumulative investments i te ec 
processing will increase dramatically in the 
these inves ents did not take pla e, state 
be able to achieve higher evels of ef cie c d e 
in the delive of state service. 
Assuming the inves nts do t e pl c e 
sure, as policymakers for state governme t t 1 
well-managed? One solution ha been proposed is enci 
0 
e created wit in state governmen f t 0 
ateg c 1 n ng he u n rna a 
so u an e 
te hat e ur s ate of af 
T ay, we ha e nv ted he 
t a e eral ajor state a gene e 
Comm t ee, t des r be he method f n 
fo io esourc The Leg s a us 
ith a verview of s ate manageme t o d 
f esources, and re tera e s he 
s d ng t s tiv 
recent e peri nc s i h s 
a me ought they call it diffe n ng 
we a 1 t ) , f o wh h we a e 
it that, why d n't we have a ro ram 
a a 1 y f om the Office of the Legisl e n t is 
vers ht ea ir.g 
R. c TAY Ma am hai om ---------
1 ylo th egisl tive Ana yst s i f 0 
g vern ec ion. I would i e 0 
a e s i both for t e 0 n 0 
nd fo he ice of Telecommuni ati n t of 
Gene er ices DG S) , to rese e 
2 
• 
Madam Chair and members, the 0 
e Le sla ive Analyst has long been involved in analyzin 
te e mmun ati n nd inf rmation res rce manageme t t I 
would like to do is recap some of our recommendations from orne 
of ur previous a alyses, and then indicate essentially where 
we e1 the situation is tod 
0 
In April 1983, we produced a report. It was a 
comprehensive study of information resource management in sta e 
government. Our principal recommendation in that report was that 
some separate organization be created that would combine the 
lanning, coordination, and organizational functions of the 
Office of Information Technolo and Office of 
Telecommunications The rationale for that recommendation was, 
at that time, that p anning in state government for these 
resources was somewhat fragmented, and that the Office of 
Information Technology was taking primarily a controlled-oriented 
pos ure toward its oversight of these functions. The Office of 
ecommunications was taking primarily an operational view. We 
t relatively w resou ces were devoted to planning, to 
o dinat n of information technolo resources, to consulting 
ith the state agencies, and to systematic evaluation of both ew 
echn logies and project successes or failures. 
Other recommendations in that analysis also suggested we 
should reexamine the amount of resources going towards central 
dat centers as oppose to looking at decentralized processing, 
3 
s 
wel -developed and well-thought-out feasibility stu reports, 
adequate staffing during the implementa ion phase, and again, the 
e pilot projects. We also discuss d he m rtance of the 
Office of Information Technology in statewide planning for 
in rmation technolo and found that there are severely 
constrained resources force them to emphasize review and control 
functions. We concluded at that time that the Office of 
Information Technology needed more staff resources so that it 
could properly analyze and proposed solutions to information 
technology problems; quickly develop, review, and revise 
statewide plans and policies; and provide necessary consulting 
se vices to agencies. 
In the 1985-86 budget analysis, we also discussed an 
existing tension between Assembly Bill 2074, enacted in 1983, and 
Management Memo 84-24, which was published in the fall of 1984 
AB 2074 assigned the primarily telecommunications 
p anning role to the Office of Information Technology. In 1984, 
Management Memo 84 24 administratively shifted the 
ommunications planning and operational roles to the Office 
of elecommunications in the Depar en of General Services. We 
o d that if the Office of Telecommunications were to take this 
1 ad in planning, it also would need more planning staff to 
ss re a propriate responses in a rapidly changing 
telecommunications marketplace. This included planning and 
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MR ILLIG: The administration's policy stress ng 
autom tion has led to a virtual explosion of proj ct proposals 
ha e to be evaluated OIT and the Office of 
elec mmunications. The Office of Telecommunications has 
implemented a rather extensive educational program r program 
managers in the relevant technologies. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Have you evaluated those programs? 
MR. ILLIG: We have not had the opportunity t evaluate 
them, no. They have only been just recently initiated, I 
be ieve, in Janua of this year, so we really haven't gotten 
into the program yet. 
The Office of Telecommunications also is currently 
n esti ating the use of suppliers other than AT&T for both its 
long distance network and its local exchange services. They are 
also involved in contracting r evaluations of some of their 
ope ational reeds, both current and in the future. 
e 
The Office of Information Technology is in the process 
ev sing and updating it.s policies regarding informat on 
projects. It has implemented some i roducto 
co se to brief the agencies essentially on how to utilize thes 
guidelines. It also has undertaken some policy develo ent 
in ar a of interest for information technology. Finally, the 
0 fice of In rmation Technology has requested three additional 
pe sonnel to help with its backlog of review and oversight of 
b i study reports. 
7 
om me 
im l ri 
t re ce s 
st e n 








te some ki 
he Office of 
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ev s . 
d 1 
ati in 
v i en 
s imp y 
he res s b 
8 
that 
Telec ni ati because of 
i t ng the 
ace seconda 
h the s ate 
t 
i he 
0 e e all 
e e m s 
have i e st f to 
he u past 
I 
an ly pointed to these resource problems at both OI and 
Off ce of Telecommunications. In fact here is some chance that 
ga iz t o ith no change in staffin levels mig t a ua 1 
1 ads to redu ed planning resources, because a separate agen 
might have to redirect some its line personnel to overhead 
f n tions, functions now being provided elsewhere in their 
existing agencies. 
Our second point is that many of our past analyses pf 
information and technology problems, have identified problems 
that exist within the line agencies, rather than the control or 
planning agencies. Reorganization of the central planning 
control and operation functions won't necessarily resolve the 
need for commitment from program management to planning; the need 
for better trained or larger numbers of data processing 
personnel; the need for better linkages between the technical and 
program management personnel, especially when designing and 
implementing these projects; and finally, the need for more 
now edge regarding how to use these rapidly changing 
echn log s. 
Than you for your time. 
CHAI WOMAN MOORE: Thank you. Are there questions 
he . 
Mr. 
Is it true that the state, in 
regard to equipment or systems, has a policy that limits the 
sat to e sy em? r•m talking specifically about the ent ex 
syste ma e 
9 
M ILL G: m not aware of any existing po i in that 
regard nderstanding of the exist ng circums ances with 
Centrex was ha he Office ele ommu c t o s received a ve 
good price at the time. 
CHAI N SHER: Was there compe itive bidding? 
MR. ILLIG: I can't answer that. The Office of 
Telecommunications might be better ab e to answer that. 
MR. TAYLOR: There is certainly o explicit policy 
against it. suspect when that current a rangement is up, I 
would hope there would be a competitive situation. 
HAI N SHER: When is the current arrangement up? 
MR. ILLIG: I believe at the end of 1987 or early 1 88. 
The Offic of elecommunications would be able to give an exact 
date. 
MR TAYLOR: I think it was a three- year arrangement, 
about a year and half ago. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: What is the Legislative Analyst doing 
in consol dating your planning? 
MR. ILLIG: In our organization? 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Yes. 
I LIG: We created an in ormation reso ce center at 
the time we mplemented our automation project. We have a 
three-pers n staff at this point which works with the individual 
analyst and with the people in the front office to determine our 




re ard uses. Th c nc pt of the n rmation resou ce center 
as been working ve we11 I feel within our agen 
HAIRWO MOORE: A e th other quest ons on 
go away, vte may need to re r back to you at some point. 
MR. ILLIG: Wo 1 d you want me to remain at the table 
CHAI MAN MOORE: If you want to come around on this 
side, and then, we can hear from the other departments. W 
don't we go to the Department of Finance . 
MR EN KOLODNE : Madam Chair and members, Steve 
t 
odney, Office of Information Technology. With me today is Mr. 
Ron Kuhnel, who is the deputy director of our Office of 
I formation Technolo , and Mr. Tony Lee, who is our lead person 
in providing onsultation and assista ce to the departments. 
I'm not going to read to you today. We're happy to be 
here This is one of our favorite subjects. We are looking 
f rward to talking to you about it. 
What I'd like to do is tell you about the information 
hat I have provided for you in the handout. Let me tell you 
bou what is in the folder. One the left hand side first there 
s a statement from M . Huff • ich addresses many of the issues 
ou raised n your committee paper. Behind that is newly 
pub ished report. It is only a week old, and it talks about 
nformation technolo in California government. Of particul r 
interest in it to you would be a sectio which begins on page 10, 
which highlight some of the major accomplishments of the state 
11 
ver the last year or so in the ar s o po i , p an g, and 
education. 
A se ond section of pa t 1 ter st begi s on page 
16 where we highlight and give cred t to many of the depar nts 
of state government who, I think, ha e done a remarkably fine job 
in applying technology to many of their problems. 
On the right hand side of the folder are three packets 
of exhibits. I would like to take a moment and tell yo what is 
in each of those packets, and then ask t at all of these 
materials be made part of the record of this hearing. 
The first packet is entitled. 0 Accomp11shments in the 
Use of Information Technolo 11 It begins with o charts which 
demonstrate the growth in the technolog p o ram in the last 
three years. The first chart indicates the value of new projects 
that have been approved by the Office of Information Technolo 
between 1983 and 1985. The second chart demonstrates the 
workload growth, which is a measure of the activity in the 
depar nts that generates budget change proposals and 
feas1bil studies for new projects of all inds. Behind that 
e four pages which demonstrate, I think, some of the major 
accomplishments over the last couple of y ars. In particular, 
I 1 d like to mention that Californi is certainly now the leader 
in the application of many innovative technologies to many of our 
areas of s ate government. If I can call attention to the 
xhibit called 11 lnnovative Technolo " I wo ld point o t we are 
12 
1 ding the nation in automated fingerprint matching offe der 
identific tion, computer-aided design for drafting h hw s and 
rw , microcompute ne rks, responding to f res res, 
computer-aided instruction and correctional classrooms, 
computer-driven telephones that are following up on tax matters, 
optical disk storage for vital records. hat list, I think, 
speaks for itself. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE· let me ask you about that One of 
ncerns has been coordination. Have any of these projects been 
coordinated in any kind of manner that you can describe? 
MR. KOLODNEY: Yes, I think so. And you will lat r 
ear, I think, from some of the depar nts who are represented 
these technologies that are listed here. But let' ust ke 
computer-aided design and drafting, for example, which is a 
coming technology for the design, in our case, of highw s and 
wate s. 
We started out with a pilot project, narrowly defined 
nd conceived within the CalTrans -Depar en of Transportation-
a ga ization. That project was observed continually the 
Depar er.t of Water Resources. When it proved to be an 
normously p oductive in the develo ent of drawin s f r 
highwa s, we authorized its implementatio statewide. As a 
esult we are now moving to implement the same t hn 1ogies in 
t Depar ent of Water Resources for the development of 
terways, dams, and other kinds of structures of that sort. 
13 
Clea y, one depar nt has lived through the experience and 
another, as a result, has coordinated its develo ent off of this 
c essfu pilot implementation 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: That was one of the recommendations 
that the Legislative Analyst made, that there needed to be more 
pilot programs. So, you are saying that this was a direct result 
of a pilot project that other agencies were able to view and then 
piggyback on? 
MR. KOLODNEY: Absolutely corre t. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Are you saying they're actually using 
the same system or are they using the same technique? 
MR KOLODNEY: I don't have an immediate answer to that. 
Al of these ystems have to be bid. All of them have to be bid 
in a project context, and that sometimes means not the same 
vendor of the equivalent technology is selected each time. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Why don't you explain to us your role 
in the development of this innovative technology and then the 
ro e of General Services, so we can understand in context how the 
mana ement system works? 
MR. KOLOONEY: In the next series of exhibits, we are 
g ir.g to alk about process. 
CHAI OMAN MOORE: Okay, I can wait. Sometimes, when 
yo give me things to look at, it is easier if you can relate to 
tha . or ex mple, the fingerprint matching for of nder 
dentification program, what role did y u play and what role did 
14 
• 
General Services play since you are the two agencies that are 
managing the process for us? 
MR. KOLODNEY: Well, let me talk about our role in 
particular. That program was the principal interest of the 
Attorney General, to automate the fingerprint matching process 
for criminal identification. We met with his staff earlier in 
the process, often in the process, to talk about the development 
of a proposal, to talk about a creation of a bid document, and to 
investigate the alternative technologies that might be on the 
marketplace that they could use for the purposes of automating 
the fingerprint identification process. After the proposal was 
developed and delivered, we reviewed it as we do all projects for 
technical justification and cost feasibility. At that point, we 
even went so far as to loan the Depar nt of Justice one of our 
people for an extended period of time to help develop a 
procurement document, since this was such a unique and singular 
development of a technology. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Now, one of the concerns we have 
heard from Legislative Analyst was you lack of personnel. Bv 
~ 
loaning one of your people to someone, what does that leave you 
with in terms of professional staff? 
MR. KOLODNEY: They loan us one back. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: It was a trade? 
MR. KOLODNEY: It was a loan. 
15 
CHAI N ORE: Did their person have the same 
capabili as the person? 
MR L E : No as a matter f fact not Bu e 
felt that this was an important enough project for us to dedicate 
a person for some period of time to help with the pr cess of 
developi g the proposal. 
CHAI N MOORE: How many people do you have with the 
capability of providing consultant services? Maybe I should have 
asked that. 
MR. LOONEY: Let me first say, your paper suggests 
that we have 30 people. In fact, we have 19.2. I don t know how 
these are all calculated. We have 19 people totally cf which 
about 16 are considered professional .. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Consultants? I mean the kind you can 
loan to other agencies? 
MR. LOONEY: They are divided in various areas. We 
have various responsibilities. We have planning 
responsibilities, poli development esponsibilities, and 
oversight res onsibilities. 
CHAI 0 N MOORE: From which area was the person that 
you 1 ed to the Department of Justi e? What category? 
MR. LOONEY· Our oversight and assistance area. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: How many people are in that catego ? 
MR. LODNE : Nine. 
16 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Nine? So, you're down to eight. 1 1 m 
t ing to help you get more personnel. 
MR. LOONEY: We 11 , we as ked fo three more n he 
budget this year. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: That's what David was saying. I m 
t ing to get a total here. Then, your person goes over and 
helps to develop the process and develop the proposal. 
MR. KOLODNEY: Develop the specifications for bidding 
his technology and for procuring the solution. We don't car 
that out, that's the Department of General Services function. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Do th hire consultants in addition 
to the person you loan them? 
t1 R . K 0 L 0 D N E Y : ~ 1 a n y p eo p 1 e i n t he i r own d e p a r t me n t , 
happen to have some expertise in the development of such 
s cifications. I would say to you that this was a rare 
c urrence. We do not lend our people out ordinarily, but this 
was such a large and important singular activity, we chose this 
e to do it. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: I don't want to belabor the point. 
Again, 'm trying to get an understanding of process. I thi k if 
we o through this once, we won't have to ever go through it 
again. I'm just trying to understand. Doth hire outside 
co sultants? 
MR. KOLODNEY. Yes, they do. 
17 
CHAI 0 N ORE: Do you have a idea how many 
consultants th used in addition to what you had? 
MR LOONEY: I don 1 t know. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: I guess we can ask them later. So, 
once the specifications comes back, then what happens? 
MR. KOLODNEY: It goes to General Services, to 
procurement, through contracts and through other things over 
there. We have no operational role at al • 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: So, your role, then, is to help with 
the development up to point of the procurement process? Is that 
it in essence? 
MR. KOLODNEY: Our role is to advocate the use of the 
te hnolo , to provide an oversight and I would use the word 
11 Control function", cost justification function -- and to do 
policy and planning on a statewide level to form the umbrella 
under which the departments create their own program activities. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: When you get to cost justification, 
you've on got nine persons. 
MR. LOONEY: Right. 
CHA OMAN MOORE: Does that han s things up if th 1 Ve 
got to ju ti ? You said it took a year develop this thin . 
You 1 Ve got only nine people. 
MR. LOONEY: It took a year to develop the 
spec fications. That was after the approval was given to the 
p je t i t first p ace 
18 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Okay, that's what I'm saying. So, 
on the approval was given, you don't have any oversight over 
wh comes back in the final form? 
MR. KOLODNEY: Our oversight exists in the form of 
exception reports. We have approved a project direction, a 
p oject proposal, and a cost structure of that project. If that 
project remains within those parameters, then we don't have any 
oversight. To the extent that those plans or those costs start 
to deviate from the original plan, the department at that point 
sends to us a thing called a "Special Project Report," which 
delinea s changes which are occurring. At that point, we have 
an obligation to look at that and make sure that the business 
decisions originally made are still valid decisions, and to t 
to help that department put the project back on a sound 
development course. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: I guess what 1 1 m ~aying is. this: 
say a project has come back considerably over what you had 
initially said was okay. It has taken a year to develop. with 
out ide people and your loan person. Then you request cost 
justification. But, given the magnitude of effort that it took 
o evelop, and given your little nine people over here, doesn't 
that overwork your people? Do you have the expertise within OIT 
overrule the people who spent a year working on this pr ect? 
MR. KOLODNEY: We have few people, but they work ve 
h rd. 
19 
CHAI 0 N ORE: 
opped beating your 111ife? 11 
11 
I guess that was like, 11 Have have you 
I didn 1 t mean it to be like that at 
MR. KOLODNEY: We don•t t to overrule. Wh t we t to 
do is understand that which has changed in a project, and to make 
some kind of judgment along with the people who have approp iated 
funds on whether or not it is still a good idea to car out the 
project that has been originally proposed. We don•t try to 
second-guess them We t to understand the changes they are 
telling us abo t and reflect on those from both the technical and 
cost beneficial point of view. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: All right. A questions by anyone 
e se? 
MR. KOLODNEY: Let me take a quick moment to tell you 
what else is in here. I want to make sure it gets into the 
record. Let•s talk about innovative technology. 
We have been respecting the advice of our colleagues 
from the Legislative Analyst, and have been doing a number of 
policy analyses. In parti ular, we have done a stu on publ c 
access to state data and supplied the Legislature with a report 
on hat tter. We have studied the question of vulunerab 1i 
of our growing databa es to intrusion from outside. That 1 S 
resul ing in a whole new set of policies in the securi area. 
We a e now working with a committee of d a processing people to 




so e , which is a major problem for us. We are doing that in 
onjunction with the DPA -Department of Personnel Administration-
n with h State Personnel Board Finally, we are doing some 
work on determining whether electronic mail makes sense as an 
alternative to what the state does now mail business. So 
we're doing some initial policy analysis. We are developing new 
p ns and new policies. In fact, we are particularly proud of 
our statewide personnel computer policy. We have done new 
policies in the area of information management planning which has 
een recently released. We are now working on streamlining and 
improving our cost justification process. It is called our 
asibility study. We have done some statewide plans. You are 
aware of the " lecommunications Strategy" which was published in 
April 1984. 
In addition, in December of this year, we will put out 
the first statewide disaster recovery plan. We think it is very 
important. if we have a major disaster of some kind, that we be 
e to r cover our major and important critical data 
p icat ons in state government. We are looking at that from a 
tatewide perspective . 
In the budget year 1986-87, we have proposed a major 
u • which I think goes to some of the questions you've raised, 
r developing strategic direction of information chnolo for 
the State of California. 
21 
CHAIR N MOORE: Now, are a 1 these things being d ne 
internally or by outside contract consultants? 
MR LOONEY: All of the po c es a e being done 
internally with many levels of review the data proce ing 
community, department directors, cabinet officials all 
up and down the line. All of that is being done internally 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: But no outside consultants? 
MR. LOONEY: The statewide plans, which require a ve 
large and involved understanding of the interactions of a11 of 
the departments -- for example, the disaster recove plan, which 
is bringing together the various disaster recove practices of 
our data centers, our major departments are being done with 
consultant help. We would propose that in the budget year, the 
strategic plan will require some consultation. We are thinking 
more about university-kinds of consultations to develop process 
for bringing forth major issues that ought to go with our 
strategic plan, as opposed to consultation for a contract to do a 
st tegic plan. 
CHA R N ORE: I guess the questio -- and ere 
orne another one of those "have-you-stopped-beating-your-wife?'' 
k d of questions is whether we have enough personnel on a 
state level with the kinds of skills to look at the 
telecommunications policy. Would you say that is a valid 
c iticism~ hat maybe sta e salaries should be adjusted or 
something of that nature? 
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MR. KOLODNEY: Yes, it's problem. I think it is ve 
h r for the state to compete in this ve active environment. 
etimes. for short periods of in nse activit es whee a plan 
is being developed, it makes good sense to get as much expertise 
as you can from other resources, from consulting firms and from 
large companies who have done this kind of work in the past, We 
are t ing to balance those two kinds of planning. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: I can understand that. Could you 
give me some idea of our outsight consultant fees as they relate 
o telecommunications planning and development? 
MR. KOLODNEY: We have done none in telecommunications 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: In informational services, then. 
MR. KOLODNEY: We have had in the planning area a total 
of three contracts over the last three years. We have had 
contractor help in our vunerability assessment: How vulnerable 
are our data bases to intrusion? Again, that involved 
understanding all of the departments and all of their databases 
d required a lot of manpower. That was one. We currently have 
contract to help us with the disaster ecove plan, which I 
spoke of earlier. Again, that's a statewide plan involving all 
our departments of state government. Thirdly, we are looking 
t feasibility of electronic mail. We have a contract to help on 
at for particular expertise in the area of electronic mail, new 
area where we don't have a lot of experience. As I mention, our 
parti ipation would be to get some outsight help, process kinds 
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help (perhaps from universities . 
ocess which begins in July. Those 
An ur str egic p a ning 
re the contracts we had for 
p ann ng We have had n th rs. 
CHAI N MOORE: How much? 
MR. KOLODNEY: Okay. 
CHAI N MOORE: I 1 m just t ing to get some idea what 
kind of man we're spending on outside consultants. 
MR. LOONEY: I just want to give you an accurate 
answer. The vunerabi1ity analysis, which also includes public 
access question, was $250,000. The electronic mail is $100,000. 
The disaster recove project, wh ch will produce a statewide 
disas r recove plan, is $250,000 Those are the three. W 
have in the budget proposed for 1986-87 a 1i e amount, $250 OOG 
to support strategic planning, but I don t expect that to be a 
single contract of a single enti 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: What's your overall budget for OIT? 
MR. KOLODNEY: I don 1 t know exactly. 
CHAIRWO N M ORE: hat's okay, you don' have t. 
R. LOONEY: One point someth ng million do 1ars. 
CH I OMAN ORE: About one point o e million? Ok y. 
I really app eciate your comme ts I don t want ou to go aw 
either. 













proposals -- over 320 of them last year, totalling many hundreds 
of millio s of dollars. We actively support those processes and 
roposals dur n the budgeting process That's our major ole at 
OIT. 
The second part of state planning is the information 
management annual p1an. We've talked a lot about long range 
plans and large statewide plans. The basic planning process 
still remains the departmental planning process, which this is 
designed to support. It's a systematic information process that 
results in a tangible plan for agency management informational 
technology, provides a blueprint for the deployment of that 
technology, and is the vehicle for budget support. 
n addition, this plan provides much of the basic 
information for statewide planning. For example, the 
aforementioned public access, disaster recovery, electronic mail, 
telecommunications strategy, personal computer, and personal 
computer procurement policies were all derived from information 
management plans done by t e depar ents. Such things also 
enhance statewide timesharing. 
The last major statewide process I wish to address is 
the feasibi i study process. The feasibili study process 
provides a standard practice for just fication and documentation 
of information technology projects. It plays an important role 
in ef ctive information resource management. The key element 
again i he budget process is ovide support and ri or to the 
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o e ta p ojec s. It is f rm 
e ned pro ess f managing complexi i s and 
s a s re h t alte 
is s re assessed, securi and confidentia i issues 
a dre sed, a d pr ect management contro sys s are in 
e large rojects I also provides a vehicle fo bot 
u i e and legis at ve ove sight of large and camp ex 
o e ts 
• The combination of these processes allows for the 
e ect v depl nt o information techno c It is a blen of 
n , b dgeting, and justif cation that act ally a1 ows 
r ia to lead the nation in this regard 
he e i howe er, o more major component we a e ot 
sed, and that is the business of agen assistance. For 
a ular discusssion, I d like to turn the su ject over o 
T ee, who is the chief of OIT's oversight assistance 
HAIR N MOORE: Before Tony Lee takes over, let me 
your rma ion managemen a n al pl n, 
r t he fac e MAP prov es the i 
tat ide planni g Do you loo at th se 
• t a a nual p ans w th the idea of maybe den ng o e 
s me sy tern o ing to get them coordi ate e 
ie ? Have y u done that? Could you give me an x mp e of 
t 
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MR. HNEL: Yes. Each ann al p an s analyzed. he 
annual plan esults in a response to the agen In that 
response~ we determine which projec s wil require statewide 
oversight. We make suggestions to agencies relative to the 
proposals th have made. We extract from that document 
information we can then use to establish statewide issues where 
we see commonality of problems or issues that operate across 
agency boundaries, from agency to agen It also allows us to 
identify in ragency conflicts where interagency coordination may 
be required. So, each annual plan is actually analyzed We 
write back a response to the agency regarding the contents of 
that plan. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: How many state agencies submit their 
plans to you? 
MR. KUHNEL: All agencies do. 
MR. KOLODNEY: One hundred and ninety. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: One hundred and ninety. And you have 
ni eteen people ... 
MR. KUHNEL: That 1 s correct. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: ... that look at this in addition to 
h other stuff? About how long are these plan ? 
MR. KUHNEL: How long? 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Yes. 
MR. KUHNEL: They vary dramatically, of course, 
depending n the size of the agency. 
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A 0 E. e t cas 
E . h ED , e el . I 
p nt plan is frankly ab ut 2 n es t i c k • A 1 a 
me ing ike the World Trad Cou cil 11<1a s a page and half 
n g. Ma y agencies ave 10' 20, 0 0 emp ees, and 0 us y, 
om put g s much less comprehensive. An av rage plan maybe 
es in the neighborhood of 20 pages so Ma of those 
pa es are simpl a manifestatio of pr ject they have lready 
t rmined. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Does a nstan that orne ind 
hi h you've advocated a consolidati n o a p je 0 ybe 
t e or four agencie five six, seve -- or a st te d 
ope ation, instead of on an agency bas s? 
t•l R • HNEL: Li e con olida ion? Well, an example at 
m s to m nd would be the Depar nt of Edu ation. The 
D of Education was carrying out a number of ac i it es 
ng er o al c mputing; word p si s s em w s 
t c nters. W gest ons t 
at the might consolidate their ac i ies n a s gle 
a onal e ti , one data cen 
H I WO N MOOR : But ha s 11 in th 
a tm nt. I was t ing to s e save mo f we ca 
te epar ental y .• 
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MR. KUHNEL: Well, most of these occur in a eas such 
he health agencies, where the agencies are actually sharing 
d abases and hav common data st uctures. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Okay. That would be the kind of 
i tance. Tony Lee is on. 
MR. TONY LEE: Madam Chair, committee members. I'm To 
Lee from the Office of Information Technology. In preparing for 
this meeting, we went through our records, and selected 43 
examples of our systems activities, which we have attached in our 
last fold-out on the right. 
The majori of our assistance is in feasibili 
studies, strategic plans, and conducting data processing 
projects. Our approach is help the depar nts to do this. Not 
to do it for them, but as an outside consultant would. We find 
that when we help them go through the process themselves, they 
ha e a better understanding of their opportunities and a better 
understanding of how the project has to be conducted. Large 
departments don't make large use of our services. They can 
usually maintain expertise in the r own sta fs. It is the small 
d partments that make a majority of the use. Amo g those, we are 
f d nr that it is growing, and mainly because of the benefits 
offered by office automation. Ma small department are going 
1 to office automation for the first time. Some are going into 
i for the second time. They have already installed equipment 
nd sof are, and now they're discovering that th can gain more 
30 
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e pa i g th t a qu n and tha arne 
f re. 
g 
HAI 0 N M OR Are the an uest n ? en a to 
SEN R BECKY First of all I want to thank 
sse b oman o re, r inviting me to join you here tod 
n t eally think I heard an answer to the question that you 
d a the beginning of the meeting abou the sharing of 
load and responsibi be en the Office of Technolo and 
ne 1 Ser ices. 
MR. LEE: I believe I can speak to part o t t The 
par nt of General Services is, o course, a much large 
n z tio in terms of functional It es a number o 
rent things. Genera Services, in some cases, provid~s 
p for planning operations ard assistance to the depart~ents 
n preparation of such things as fea ibility studies. In those 
p of operations, they actually assist agencies in doing the 
a a s i o ve in us i ng a project Th e p 
s lt in lans r feasibi i s udies t at are 
nal, documents we w uld then vi win OIT. General 
s an perational agency which, partie larly in an area 
e ommunicatio service , he ps the department a ua11 
g and implementing the very proposal that was suggested 
e d ment we have reviewed Th operate bot in fro t of 
behind us, depending upon the nature of a particula 
e a ittle it r owe sco 
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SENATOR MORGAN: Mr. lodn 
t lk about your plans going forwar 
te 
n our presentation, 
with telecommunications 
MR. LOONEY: That 1 s correct. 
SENATOR MORGAN: What efforts do ou plan on making in 
this area? How do you s~e that project? 
MR. KOLOONEY: First, let me say that the law has 
separated responsibilities in strategic planning and tactical 
planning. Our role is in the strategic area. That is the 
0 
forwa d-looking area. But obviously, the Oepar ent of General 
Services (and you will hear from Mr. Tolman in a moment) has to 
produce the service for the State of Cali rnia. They have been 
designated the lead agency to do that and we are working closely 
with them in a joint activity to produce this strategy. We 
produced the first one in 1984 as a result of the divestiture of 
We are looking forward to updating that. 
General Services has the major responsibility for 
p n in a services. Our role is t help hink strategica y 
abo t he future and where the f t re is goi g to be. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Mr. lodn is not going to g way. 
e ill hear from some of the other , and we can kind refer 
ack o you. 
MR. LOONEY: Let me jus mention that our litt e 
repor was d ne on a persona compu r. 
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CHAIR N MO E: 
that. I love it. We have a 
int. 
W don t 
Services is in f o t 
thers, we'll let the 
the Department of Mot h 
ommission, the Calif 
w s 
Commission, and Hea th nd 1 a 
We want to hear rom yo h y 
e 
projects you have. Ea h of you i an age 
an innovative projec . Tel us ow 
you feel the system w rks. Wh d 
Department of Motor Vehi 1es inc 
been very publicly noted 
MR JACK MILL R : ad m 
the division of Electronic a a r s 
r~otor Vehicles. 
Probably t e st m t t 
going right now is the automatic of o r 
multi-year, multi-phase pro ect. We a e 
which was an automation of the ehic e re 
completed that in September 1985 We e a 
the second phase, whi h is utomation of th 













o nt of t m 
f point in tim h e 
I 
tern, ou a o 
M E 
t, a de i e 
AI 
f ce 
t a t 
M 
0 ng that a 
e i s 
d create a p 
c A I R~J 
hat. So, at a 
a n nt sy 
s ti s 
MR. M 
ate 1 he 
r i c a poi t 
c AIRWO 
gistra on was n 
rv1 R . L ER: 
I 
CHAIRWOM 0 orne i t bit 
about it. Don't make me pu 11 h out i e eeth J st t 11 us 
about it' and ho e 1 e t 
MR. ~11 L ER: w 1 e e 0 r es 
required on the front-end. e u de rest te ing curve 
it would take the operators in t fiel to get up t s d n 
operating the terminal when the pub 1 c me 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Did y u ha e a ts d nsultan 
come in o.nd help you make these determin t 0 s pri r to t e 
actual implementation of the program? 
MR. MILLER: We had an out ide consu tant om in and 
advise us on our planning and tha pe o hin h d d t 
actually take a look at the schedule w had s t up f r raining. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Did they look at how much the cost --
I mean, your projected staffing and t a 
look at that? 
MR. MILLER: Yes, th looked at 
nd of th 
CHAIRWOMAN MO RE: And th okayed t 
MR. MILLER: Th thou ht it w s ua 
D d th 
t the ime. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: How much d d you pay this consultant? 
MR. MILLER: I think the consultant fee at that point in 
time was about $45,000. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: How much was the s stem? 
MR. MILLER: The total multi-phase, multi-year system is 
a total of about $44 ~i11ion. 
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CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: So, you paid someone $45,000 to 
oversee a $44 million project? 
MR. MILLER: That was on the front end of the planning 
stage. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: But, the front end is where you 
determine it was going to cost you about $44 million to develop 
this. Right? 
MR. MILLER: That's true. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Oid you have a loan of personnel from 
OIT in your planning? 
MR. MILLER: No, we didn't. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Are there any other questions of DMV? 
What would you recommend in terms of the next phase? Are there 
problems that you think could be resolved prior to your actually 
implementing them? 
MR. MILLER: That's why we are doing a pilot on what we 
call the drivers license phase. We are taking advantage of what 
we have learned in the implementation of in the first phase, such 
as the training curve required for the employees in the field 
offices. The other thing of benefit to us is that the first 
phase of the project, we ran into a problem with the installation 
of telephone lines. Wher. we implemented the first phase, it was 
right in the mist of telephone company divestiture. We had 
problems in getting phone lines installed, which created delays 
in the project. But, now with the second phase, all our phone 
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lines are i n , all ou d t 1 e i 0 e1d ff c nd a 11 
the equipment i s out there. We simp y have t d terminals, 
printers, and train b a g 
on to the secon phase f he r 
CHAIRWOMAN lv100 RE: How a t e t rm als s lee ed for 
use? Was there a coo dination n roc r n t q i p en 
much money are you spend ng f r th equ 
MR. MILLER: For the tot a pr c e ont act cost 
was, I think, $40 million. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Does that include the equ e t? 
MR. MILLER: Yes. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Is t n add tion to th $44 
million for the rest of the stuff? 
~~ R. MILLER: No, that 1 s within 
CHAIRWOMAN OORE: So ar you 
million, $40 million as for equi ent? 
~·lR. MILLER: Right 
CHAIRWOMAN f~OORE: Did u ha 
help you with the de e opment of the 
specifications or whatever 
the $44 m llior •. 
saying 0 that $4 





MR. MILLER: No. We had support from the Depar ent of 
General Services Procurement Office and the Depar nt of Finance 
in preparing the speci ications, the RFP. 
actually put it out to bid. 
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eneral Ser ces 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: That is where General Services came 
i n • 
MR. MILLER: Yes. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Back to Senator Morgan on our j int 
questions regarding the roles. OIT helped you with the 
specifications. Is that accurate? 
MR. MILLER: That's correct. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: And then, once you got the 
specifications, they were turned over to the Department of 
General Service to bid? 
MR. MILLER: Yes. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: You didn't have any interplay with 
General Services prior to the time it went out to bid? 
t•l R . M I L L E R : We 11 , t hey p a r t i c i p a t e d i n t h e d e v e 1 o p me n t 
of the specifications, because if they are going to put it out to 
b1d, obviously, they will want to determine -- make sure the 
specifications are correct on the front end. There is a great 
deal of consultation that goes back and forth between General 
Services and the Department before General Services puts 
something out to bid. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Okay. Are there any other questions 
of DMV? Let's go to Public Utilities. Why don't you tell me 
about what's happening with AB 475? 
MR. HOWARD SARASOHN: Howard Sarasohn. I'm acting 
executive director of the California Public Utilities Commission. 
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As you well know, AB 475 requir s us to veri a d val id.e.te 
computer models and also provide for public access to the models 
that are being utilized t s a large mple i g comp ter 
models. What we have done is that e are w look ng at o 
different classes of models. We're having informal meetings with 
the utilities and with interven rs to come up with a methodology 
for validating those models. We have lve staff currently 
assigned to the projec , some of them fu 1 t me some on a 
part-time basis. We have a dead ine at the en of this year to 
get a report to the Legislature on this issue. We hope to be 
able to provide you with validation on the major models. Of 
course, each utili has its own 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: But, you have Mon to buy computers. 
Have you interfaced with OIT in the development of the mo0cls? 
MR. SARASOHN: On AB 475, the Depar ent ofF nance 
delegated to us the feasibili study or. that issue. So, it went 
very, very rapidly. 
CHAIRWO N ~OORE: 
you the feasibility stu ? 
your power? 
What do you me n, they de egated to 
Where 1 S Steve lodn ? You gave up 
MR. KOLODNEY: Absolutely. 
C~AIRWOMAN MOORE: Tell us why Steve gave you this 
power. 
MR. SARASOHN: We have another very large project that 
we've also got going. Maybe that's a bet r vehicle to discuss. 
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CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Your office automation? 
MR. SARASOHN: In my prepared remarks, I had some very 
good things to say about the Depar nt of Information Techn o 
and some not so nice things to say. But, I also had five 
suggestions for making the system work quicker. In the interest 
of time, maybe we can just go over those five things. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: All right. Say one nice thing and 
then give us the five recommendations. 
MR. SARASOHN: Their interest is beginning to shift from 
control to help, and it has been a marked shift and well 
received. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Okay, good. 
MR. SARASOHN: My first thing was much more delegation 
to departments. Riyht now, for projects under $100,000 there is 
delegation. They have also delegated for personal computers that 
are not linked. But, I think, there is a lot more room for 
increased delegation from both OIT and the Department of General 
Services. 
The Department of General Services, in some instances, 
will delegate procurement process to the agencies, and it is much 
quicker if the agencies handle the procurement themselves. 
That's number one. 
One of the real problems in the FSR procedure and the 
budget procedure is that you 1 ve got to hit the budget windows and 
the FSR windows exactly at the right time. You are jumping 
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through hoops and going through wi do If ou ump through a 
hoop, and then next there is window, and that window is closed, 
you may have to wait for a o g pe 1 k ere 
needs to be a libera iza ion of eith e fu ng m hods or the 
FSR method so that you don t have o h rry p and wai . It s a 
technical kind of thing. Let s sa the egisl ive A alys 
Office, took us apart in a hearing on the bu get, be ause had 
money in the budget but did 't have a appr d F R. That kind 
of thing, I think, creates a lot of problems. Yo spend lot of 
time jousting back and forth when you have windows and hoops to 
jump through and th don't come i the pr per seque ce. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: You think t ere o ght to be some 
change in the sequence, at least to the extent of ge ting the 
approval prior to putting it in h budget? 
MR. SARASOHN: Yes. Another ssue is that you have to 
have an approved FSR before you can go to the Depa tment of 
General Services to start your proc rement process You have to 
go all the way through something and get it okayed efore you 
can even start the next process. I think t e state would be well 
served if we could run our purchase process parallel to the FSR 
process so when the FSR is completed, the mon is in place. 
You can go buy the equipment. Now, I'm sure General Services 
would say there would be a lot of wasted time until you knew 
exactly what you want to buy, before you start yo r bid 
procedure. 
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CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Well, isn't that the who e purpose of 
a feasibility study? 
MR. SARASOHN: Once you have gotten into yo r 
feasibility study, once you have some initial eetings w th OI , 
I think you have a fairly good idea where you're going to end up. 
It may simply be a matter of time to write it down, to go through 
their process .•. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: So, from what you're telling me it 
sounds like the feasibility study is a waste of time 
MR. SARASOHN: No, it's not. But, I think that you 
shouldn't have to complete it and get Finances', get 0 T's 
ultinate sign-off, before you can even approach General Ser ices 
to start their process. That is the way it is now. You have to 
get a complete sign-off from OIT before General Services will 
even talk to you. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: I think that makes sense when you re 
talking about process. If you don't have a feasibili study, 
then how can you go to someone bout bidding and proc rement? 
MR. SARASOHN: But when you start your feasib li 
study, you have a good idea of what you're going to need what 
kind of equipment you're going to need. It may take OIT two 
months to approve the feasibility study. Those two months are 
completely lost. Those two months could be dedicated to working 
with General Services to get that wagon rolling, instead of 
having to wait. 
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CHAIRWO N MOORE: Okay. M t e nee b 
another look taken at that process. Steve J goin o give 
you rebuttal time. 
MR. SA SOHN: Anoth io s w oos." 
Even if another agency has a similar syst m that s he greatest 
thing since sliced bread, you still have 
feasibility study, and go through your ow 
can get one just like it. There should be 
yo r ow 
procuremen be e you 
sh rt ut at 
allows you to build on what another agency has. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Sometimes "me toos" re not needed. 
MR. SARASOHN: That•s true. I'm s ng if, in fac , you 
have over 190 state agencies, and somebo ha a 
wheel, why should somebody else have to rei vent t 
process and the same so forth? 
created a 
Go through 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: So~ some kind o e pe ted procedure 
for systems that are already in place n some other state agency? 
MR. SARASOHN: And then the last thing General 
Services has just opene up a computer store in down own 
Sacramento~ where you can go and hur up the pur ha I th nk 
expansion of that computer store would be well received in 
Southern California and San Francisco. M be th can also 
expand the kinds of things they have in the computer store. 
Right now, I think, it is limited to personnel computers. I 
don't think they have any systems that link up ad things like 
that. I mean larger systems. 
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CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Thank you. I hope you have that in a 
written statement so that we can get some of your 
recommendations. 
MR. SARASOHN: I will provide you wi 
testimony I was going to give. 
t 1 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Terrific. Thank you. How muc money 
have you spent on outside consultants for your telecommunications 
needs, your office automation, and similar k nds of t ngs 
MR. SARASOHN: The office automation, I think as 
$60,000, some in the FSR but most in the bid procedure. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Development of the specs? 
MR. SARASOHN: Yes. Development of the specs. For AB 
475, I'm not sure. I have to get back to you on hat one 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: How much of the $60 thousand outside 
consulting fee was spent on the office automation p ogram? 
MR. SARASOHN: That was all for office automation. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: How much was for the equi nt and 
everything? 
MR. SARASOHN: I think it was 40 percent for the 
equipment purchase, and 20 percent for the feasibili study. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: What I'm trying to figure out is, how 
much money did you spend? They spent $44 million for their 
project. How much did you spend for your office automation? 
MR. SARASOHN: Oh. Phase one is $1 million. Phase two 
will probably be $2 million. The third phase, we are not sure. 
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CHAIRWOMAN ~100RE: All of h s we c er our 
$60,000. About $3 million is es ent ally at r alk 
about -- the three phases. e SU? 
WEST: I'm hom a est f 
information systems for the Cal fornia Sta v s i s tern. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: You hav a ys e dmi s rative 
data processing system. Do you 0 don t ou? 
DR. WEST: He have a state i 
computing, administrative computi g a d t 1 e 
don't know whether that's spec ficall what 
I have prepared a written sta ment in resp 
questions you've raised. I'm prep a ed 0 
I was planning to touch on question s X and 
ouest ion one. It appears you are concentrat 
CHA I Rt~OMAN MOORE: H don't we h 
recommendations. Go to six. 
DR. WEST: Discuss both quest ns? 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Yes. What we 
understand is how the system is working. 
project. 
0 ac i 
omm n cat on . 
ou're ref rr ng to. 
n e to the s 
s s a f t se. 
cer rate n 
g (JU n si 
r ou 
rea y t ing to 
u h d a j r 
DR. WEST: Our latest project is called the 
"Administrative Information Management Systems Aims - IMS- Plan." 
I should preference this by saying that CSU (Ca fornia State 
University) is different from any other agen sine 1984, we 
have been excluded from having to seek he approval o the Office 
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of Information Technolo and h Offi e o 
approval for telecommunications projects. 
occurred with Assembly Bill 2519. T e nac 
Tele ommunications 
This exclusion 
f t a 
legislation, unfortunately, has ee amp quent 
budget language which required CSU to have the Office of 
Information Technolo approve feas bili studies in up e 
major areas. 
Two programs are referenced n a 8 of writ en 
document. These have resulted in an enormous expenditures of 
effort to resolve differences with OIT. On rogram w s t 
replace ten-year-old instructional computer timesharing with 
modern new equipment. We finall comple d tha p o e t t the 
5atisfaction of our students and facul 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Let me ask you, did you have an 
outside consultant on that project? 
DR. WEST: No, we did not. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Okay. 
DR. WEST: The other pr ject is pe di g app oval of i s 
FSR, and we are in an impass with the Off e of format on 
Technology. The impass is, simply put, a disagreement on the 
level of quantification needed to justi the AIMS Plan The 
AIMS Plan calls for the total replacement of our administrative 
information management systems capabili I is a $150 million 
project. It is multi-year and for each of the c mpuses. We 
spent $700,000 on a consultant who was hired through the bid 
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process. The consultant was hired at pursuan t th budget 
control language, to help us do a strategic pla for 
administrative purposes 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: On our ou s o su tan p an, ere 
you loaned someone from OIT to help you with your pro ect? 
DR. WEST: Three people from the Depa nt of Finance 
where invited to participate on our information management 
systems committee. Two of those individ als were f om the Office 
of Information Technology. The other was from the budget 
department. Those individuals actively partie pated in our 
meetings, and there were several consultations among us and with 
our consultant. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: So, you were loaned two people. 
DR. WEST: You would have to ask Steve lodn if that 
is the technical approach. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Were these two people oaned as the 
same context as your other person. 
MR. KOLODNEY: (Nodding his head, yes.) In he same 
context. They worked full time on that 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Okay. This is $150 million, Mr. 
Kolodney. Is this important? 
MR. KOLOONEY: Absolutely. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: I just want to be kept clear on how 
we loan out our personnel. 
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OR. WEST: I I d 1 ke t r e 
important to us. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: 
any rate, you now have $7 e 
help set up the sys m. 
DR. WEST: Not to set a 
develop a plan. vJ e have no a h a at 
this point in time. 
CHAIRWOMAN f400RE: 0 the a s re 
waiting for the ... 
DR. WEST: The stat s is we a e d 0 
to total defeat. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: I g es w a 0 e s an 
is the process. You are waiting fo t prov + go " 
forward. 
DR. WEST: Le me give y a h 0 t e 
1984-85 budget, we requested a m 11ion 1 n 
transitting from our current hardwa vi t e 
administrative computing en ironmen ' s i s 
computing from academic computing. Subse u t1 a a psh t of 
that, we received a request t e De par ent f F n e t do a 
comprehensive plan. They would allocate 5 ' f rna ched 
it with $250,000 and went out to hi e co su ant FP to 
hire a consultant had to hav the r app 0 a 1 , w t gave. 
We issued an RFP in July 1985. We h ed ns 1 t ho b ga 
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working in November 1, 1984. We spent ten months de eloping the 
three-volume, six-foot AIMS Plan. It was presented to us and 
approved by the executive council and the board of tr stees i 
October of 1985. From October 1985 to this date a been in 
discussions with the Department of Finance concerning the 
approval of feasibility study report. We are at an impasse, and 
it appears we will not get the approval. Therefore, we will go 
into what I call the PQF plan, our "patchwork q ilt sur ival" 
plan. Everybody strive to stay alive. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: If it is not approved OIT, then 
you can't go forward? 
DR. WEST: That's correct. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: What's the appeal process? 
DR. WEST: The appeal process, as we understand it, is 
to the Governor's office, and we have pursued that. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: So, if OIT, with its small staff, 
decides they can't approve a ten-month project costing $70,000 in 
outside consultant fees, then you appeal to the Governor's 
office, who would probably have OIT review it. 
DR. WEST: There have been meetings between the 
Chancellor of our system and the chief of staff of the Govenror 1 s 
office on this particular topic. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Thank you. Do you have some 
recommendations that would expedite the process? 
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OR. WEST: Yes. Two yea s g 
little Hoover Commission, and th t te t 
e ommendations are specifi a y 
document. I support the otio o 
stra gic planning. In fact, I c 
Department of Telecommunications a 
Technology, but also the applica ions 
in the Department of General Se v s 
Center, be consolidated into o e or a 
see it, is that one William James, a 
the problem of mutual exclusive beh v 
personalities. The current org n zat 
th~y 1 re confronted with with the u 
to me to be asking too much for OIT to 





function of the state. Sadly, these p n 1 
language which Orwell would easily recogn e s 
programmatic justification needed 11 r "t e 
r 
i 
conplexe -- do a pilot." At CSU, we 
counting the grains of sand. What is cr f ced 
al 
















of management mentali is the moderniz t o f state g ve nment, 
important to a state that's inc easingl depe n hnology 
in a maturing information age We nee s a de ship 
in strategic planning and coordination of p and 
implementation of te1ecommunicatio nd s 
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Other states have moved to that. Last week I was in New Jersey, 
where for a decade there was a lot of consternation about the 
controls placed on data processing, because the da a pro essing 
organization was in the Treasury Dpar nt. he cently 
created a separate organization, and there seems to be a great 
deal of enthusiasm about the future of deve opmental technology 
in that state. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Let me ask one que tion. I th nk Mr. 
Kolodney indicated they were going to begin to rely a little bit 
more, in terms of help, on the university system as the State 
University system included in that? 
DR. WEST: I would suspect not, because eras ly put, I 
think they have the percpetion that we are incompete t. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Are they included in y ur use of 
university expertise? 
MR. KOLODNEY: (Nodding his head yes). 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Does that mean you are eventually 
going to give them the tools they need to do that? 
DR. WEST: No. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: We still have two other witnesses. 
Are there any questions of the California State Universi 
system? Why don•t we go to the lottery Commission? 
MR. TIM FORD: Thank you, Madam Chair and members. 
Tim Ford, the legislative coordinator for the State Lottery. 
I'm 
With me is Richard Van Allen who is our depu director over all 
computer operations. 
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Briefly, the State Lot e in q 
compared to the people who have testified e ou 
was newly created and due t t 
computer systems we have been developed e e 
Lottery's own bid procedures ve st ingent 
procedures with disclosure requirements Ho 
Lottery also had independent cont ac 
to do our own proposals evaluat pro a1 
fairly massive organization in terms of elec 
computer systems was able to be develope 
short period of time. 
Mr. Van A1len is responsible 





the proposal, evaluated the bids nd recommende t 
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The system will be in place rig 
will be the world's largest single lo e ompu er sy em Even 
standing alone, the computer system would e mas e 
definition. That al1 came about in a m tter m t 





Mr. Van Allen came to the Californ a State lot e with 
a wealth of direct experience. He was respons ble o d veloping 
and establishing the computer component of th r zo 




which are operating now. So, I'll turn you over to Mr. Van 
Allen. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Why don't you tell us a 1 ttle bit 
about your system and why you have a need for indi idual ... I 
guess your needs are unique, to the extent that you have a 
nonshared network that you are in the process of developing. 
MR. RICHARD VAN ALLEN: That's correct. The instant 
game with which we started on October 3, as eve one is aware, 
has a special computer system tailored by the vendor to the 
processing. That particular system is unique and has a high 
security requirement, as you can imagine, for the large prizes 
that we pay and pay out. We process the claims and send t e 
information to the SCO -State Controller's Office-, who actually 
prints the checks. So, there is some, if you will, cooperation 
and coordination with other state agencies. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: There is some coordination with other 
state agencies? 
MR. VAN ALLEN: Yes. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: To what extent, I'm sorry? 
MR. VAN ALLEN: SCO does the actual printing of the 
check for all of the winners, all of the prize winners that are 
paid by California State Lottery. 
In the area of the online system, as Tim indicated, we 
did go out and select a vendor. Again, that is a very unique 
system in terms of hardware and software, in terms of the 
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applications that are run on the co te . e ui network 
throughout the State of California, to go of t e small 
1 oca 1 areas, as well as t e j e 
went out with a RF I , and we are now th 
the four major vendors in California e 
lecommunications. 
CHAI RWOt~AN MOORE: \1ha t wa bas f emption 
from the normal state process, that of ng to T ppr , I 
and then to General Services for idding !1 cu t? 
MR. VAN ALLEN: Tim can answer that 
MR. FORO: In the Lotte A.ct t 1 f the i tia 
bo.1lot measure and also in SB 34, wh ch f bo h 
houses and on the Governor 1 s desk 1 as m e te 
has always had specific statuto prov i 1 d 
independent contracting authori and ev da d f 
what should be in a winning contract bi asi 11 e mpt 
from all the General Service prov si bo h r al 
and rev i e1t1. 
CHAIRWOMAN t100R E: In oth r w r ' the t in in 
the initial language that precludes you having c su for any 
kind of review. Since OIT is only there help ot t hinder, 
and they have the expertise and in forma i system t would 





MR. VAN ALLEN: We have dealt wi h OIT Th have came 
over to discuss our computer systems. They did review the RFP 
that we put out for the online game. We ked if th wou d 
to participate in the evaluation proc s ' 0 here ha been 
communication between 0 T and t e Ca fo ia State Lot 
CHAIRWOI~AN MOORE: The system that ou're getting read 
is how much? 
MR. VAN ALLEN: The onl ne system and the nline 
contractors are $200 mill on. T at's over a four year period . 
At the end of four years, we own the total system. The contract 
with the telecommunications firms initially is $7J mi 1ion over a 
five-year period, but that will grow as we add add tional 
terminals a11d as we add additional locations throughout the Sta 
of California. It will probably approach $100 mil ion or so. 
to speak. 
We will have a separate telecommunications network ... 
CHAIRWOMAN f400RE: That has direct lines to Sacramento. 
MR. VAN ALLEN: All over the state~ yes 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: In essence, it is a pass system, so 
MR. VAN ALLEN: It's a data controlled system with high 
security that allows us to transmit data to and from retail 
stores and locations throughout California. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: In a case of emergency~ with its 
statewide ability, could this system be tapped into by State 
emergency services. 
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MR. VAN ALLEN: We did look at the microwave system of 
the State last summer when we were evaluating, to see if there 
was a possibility of using those resources and putting a high 
level of security on it. We weren't get that alternat ve 
implemented or able to use that alternative. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Is that because that system is 
antiquated? 
MR. VAN ALLEN: I can't really say. It just d1dn 1 t 
cover all the locations we had, and we had difficulties. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: I just wanted to keep Al Tolman 
awake. Are there any questions of the Lottery Commission? Let 1 s 
move on, finally, to Health and Welfare Agency. 
MR. RUSSELL BOHART: Members of the Committee, I'm Russ 
Bohart, director of the Health and Welfare Data Center. J think 
you were handed out some prepared testimony. 
Let me briefly go over what we believe are some 
accomplishments that demonstrate cooperation between us and the 
control agencies. 
As as microcomputers bursted upon the scene several 
years ago, we rapidly realized that there was a big place for 
microcomputers in State service, but there was also a need for 
standardization, quantity discounts, etc. Working with the 
Office of Information Technology and the General Service 
Procurement, we received, in 1983, permission to open a 
microcomputer store in the Health and Welfare Agency. Since that 
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time, we•ve sold over 800 u ts a 
agency, with savings in excess o 
xperience with thi 
as recently opened 
roje 
I the area o 
uple of items of note. 
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of the traffic that we 
a ea, to the depar e ts 
elecommunicatio s c fe 
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n a d T~ that, a o 
esterday, we r,stalled an ens o t e t p of OB n on op 
r building on Alham ra; t w 
capacity between our ata ce e 
reakeven period. I think the m 
t a nine months ago hear bcu 
1 
0 n t WfL 
n r se t e 
t has a 24 
rnpo ant hing to reali 
is ech o o for the 
time, and we are nsta ing it th s k. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: 
e time ago the Health a 
et s 
are ge c 
co e of e 
looking at 
an ther kind of system. This a s t e p a e of he systems 
ave been aborted in previous ye 
wou d take the placE of some f 
you're involved in? 
T e system you now acquire 
e o he a toma on ctiv es 
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MR. BOHART: In the area of our telecommunications, we 
have a network that goes to every county in the state. 
Currently, we are using all forms of technology. ust yesterday, 
as it turned out, coincidentally, we installed a new T 1 large 
bandwidth backbone linked between our data center here in 
Sacramento and Los Angeles, so that Southern California 
communications traffic can buy into it. We now have a microwa e 
--we will in a couple of days -- from across Sacramento. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Is that part of the existing sta 
microwave system? 
MR. BOHART: No, it is not. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: You have your own? 
MR. BOHART: We have our own. We are also working with 
Telecommunications and General Services. In order to do our 
communications in the downtown Sacramento area between sta 
buildings, we are working on a project to string fiber-optic 
cable though heating tunnels which connect the State buildings. 
We hope to have that project completed by January. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: So, your new statewide, the SPAN 
program ..• 
MR. BOHART: The SPAN Program was a separate activi 
The network that would have been needed for that is effectively 
in place today, because of Medi-Cal. In fact, the SAW Program, 
which has many of the elements of the original SPAN Program ... 
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MR. BOHART: There are several in our agency, not 
directly under the control of the Health and Welfare Data Center, 
but we assist the departments: the Medi-Cal program or Medi-Cal 
eligibility, which was brought up a few years ago by the 
Department of Health Services. EDD (Employment Development 
Department) currently has a massive ... 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Of course, there was a great deal of 
criticism about some of your computer programs and the lack of 
timeliness in some of the things that were occurring. 
MR. BOHART: There were some implementation problems 
early on. Today, I believe, if you went out and asked the 
counties, we are delivering a very satisfactory response time to 
the extent we have a computer link with numerous counties in 
order to aeliver that system-- with Alameda, Fresno, ..• 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: So, all that was done internally, 
with no outside assistance? 
MR. BOHART: That is correct. We are currently working 
with the Department of Employment Development at their 
insistance. EDD has some controls to help them in the redesign 
of their tax activity. They are bringing up their unemployment 
insurance field-office automation, I believe, pretty much 
internally. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: We should hear from EDD shortly. 
MR. BOHART: Another concern that you raised in your 
questions was about the adequacy and training of skilled 
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que ion is, 
CHAIRWOMAN ~OORE: Thank you. Are there any questions? 
Guess not. 
MR. BOHART: I guess the other thing that you touched on 
is coordination between departments, etc. As director of the 
Health and Welfare Data Center, I am treated as a peer with the 
other directors in the Health and Welfare Agency. As such, I and 
the members of my staff are frequently asked to participate with 
departments in our agency in their planning, ectera, for their 
automation projects. We are adamantly involved with EDD, Health 
Services, with the hospital auto~ation projects and developmental 
services in Mental Health, with the senior citizen projects in 
the Department of Aging -- we do a lot of the consultin£ 
ourselves. Basically, we consult back to the allying 
departments. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: You have planners and others on your 
staff. Thank you for testimony. Next witnesses are from the 
Department of Water Resources, Employment Development Department, 
Department of Forestry, Teale Data Center, and the Air Resources 
Board. 
In the interest of time, if you have statements, you can 
give them to the Sergeant. The Sergeant will be happy to 
distribute them for you. Why don•t we just go around and tell us 
what major projects you•re dealing with, what the process was in 
getting to where you are, and if you use outside consultants. 
You have generally heard the line of questions: the cost of the 
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project, the amount of mon on out s nt a d a 
recommendations you may have fo X ed t ce s r 
improving the process. 
MR J HN CAFFRE M d m 
I am deputy directo fo t t on w h 
Water Resources. 
You asked u in you orresp 0 c e 
specifically on ou fiber pt c 0 
introduce to you Mr. Howar E 0 de u r 0 fo 
operations and maintenance. He a. s en a on to rna e to yo 
on that particular contract. 
MR H wi 11 s 1 u t e 
about our fiber optic project. he St e o ect ha bout 
400 miles of channel. 17 dams, a o t 2 p ping plan s. We are a 
water utility and a power utili 
through five area contro center nd 
ystem s c 
p oje 




mote computer that collects digital da rom r us 
facilities. These data are transm ted to Sacrame o. We o th 
controlling from Sacramento. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Are here other s t agencies th t 
are a part of this projec ? 
MR. EASTON: So far as the cont ol systems go, there is 
no other state agency involved i 
replace our existing control sys 
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his. W o nd a eed to 
, w ch s a 50-pair cable 
going down our aqueduct. We hired a consultant to look at our 
communications system. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Was this coordinated through OIT? 
MR. EASTON: Yes, it was. We coordinated with OIT and 
with the Division of Telecommunications. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: And they didn't see any merit in some 
kind of statewide capability being developed through what you 
were doing? 
MR. EASTON: We do see a need and we have purchased a 
pair of fibers for use by Division of Telecommunications. They 
will, when the time is right, utilize this pair. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: So, they can bring on other agencies 
as they deem appropriate. 
HR. EASTON: They can bring on other agencies. In 
addition, we will have some circuit surplus capacity on the two 
pairs that we use. So, there will be several --well, maybe, 
several hundred circuits that could be used in a few years, 
when we ascertain our full need. There will be several 
additional circuits that can used. This system basically runs 
from Sacramemnto down to Los Angeles, along the west side of the 
central valley. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Who provides the telecommunications 
services? 
MR. EASTON: The fiber cable itself will be maintained 
by MCI. 
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CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Who is actually laying the cable? 
MR. EASTON: MCI. MCI is furnishing and maintaining the 
cable. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Was that done com titi e bid? 
MR. EASTON: Yes. We had a request for proposals out. 
We received, I think, about half a dozen ... 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Did OIT sign off on the proposal? 
MR. EASTON: OIT worked with us and so did the Divis n 
of Telecommunications. They worked with us to prepare the RFP 
and to help us analyze the proposal. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: So, you had someone loaned to you 
from OIT? 
MR. EASTON: Well. loan. It was a day here, two days 
there, something like that-- yes. They have been participating 
in the planning. They participated in the technical review. 
They made sure we were getting state of the art equipment, and so 
forth. General Services will be utilizing parts of the 
facilities for their needs. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: What did MCI get out of the deal? 
MR. EASTON: MCI gets the license to put their own fiber 
optics in the same cable. They will have fibers in the cable for 
their needs. Their system will be entirely separate from ours, 
except that our fibers are embedded in the same cable. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: All right. Now, the money you get 
from them for using your service, how is that used? 
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MR. EASTON: Our needs come to about $9.5 million. MCI 
is paying us some $6 million for their right to use our right of 
way. We will pay the difference. MCI is furnishing the cable 
and the connections at each of our 70 check structures and so 
forth. We will have another contract to install electronics to 
connect to our equipment. What MCI is getting is a route for 
their fiber. What we're getting is that most of the cost of 
installing this system will be paid by the rental or the license 
fees. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: They will continue the $6 million 
subsidy to the project, forever? 
MR. EASTON: This is a one time thing. This is not a 
subsidy. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: In essence, they get the right of way 
for $6 million forever. 
MR. EASTON: The term of the license is for 30 years 
with options for three 20-year renewals. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: That•s forever. Now, other companies 
weren't interested in this? 
MR. EASTON: Some other companies were interested in it, 
but I think they found other -- well, I think some were scared 
off by the complexity of the system that we wanted them to 
design. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: So, they proposed this creative 





MR. EASTON: Others had the opportun and we 0 
other interested people, but their •.. 
CHAIRWOMAN ~OORE: They couldn't match t 
MR. EASTON: Th didn t get the r p ans og t e 
something at the right time. Also, this is a camp ete s tern. 
Provisions are being for us on MCI's microwave s s em up the 
coast, back to Sacramento. In the e ent cable is nte ru te 
somebody digs into it -we wi 1 still be ab e to co u 
from the south as well as from the north. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: When you went to OIT, did they a 
that maybe you should have some other state agencies, wil 
similar transmission needs, hat could be met thro g s ys 
you were building? Was that one, or did you just decide t e 
end that with fiber optics, th would have the oppor un 
at some later date to join in? 
MR. EASTON: Basically, we said this is what we need 
This is what we can do. If there is a need for othe state 
agercies to get on this, we would be willing to work wi them. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Okay. Terrific. Moving right alo g. 
Office of Emergency Services. 
MR. JON MADZELAN: Yes, Madam . 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: You didn 1 t want to be on this 
statewide system? 
MR. MADZELAN: Do we want to be on the statewide sys 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Yes. 
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MR. MADZELAN: We haven't looked into it at any depth. 
We are on the microwave statewide system, and we do have our own 
radio systems up and down th state. 
As you know. our main o n is mmunications during a 
disaster and af r a disaster: o t communica ions out to the 
area, because disasters have a habit of kno king down phone 
systems and fiber optics. People t to use them, tie them up so 
much that you can't get communic tio s out o them 
CHAI 0 N MOOR : The micr wave system is the answer. 
~R. MADZELAN: So, w 've got our m crowave system, our 
high frequency radio systems, an 
and down the state. 
he various radio systems up 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Now, do you upgrade those 
periodically through OIT? 
MR. MADZELAN: Not h o gh OIT, through General 
Services. 
CHAIRWO~AN MOORE: If you have a plan, does it not go 
through OIT? 
MR. MAOZELAN: We have a five-year plan, and it goes to 
General Services' Telecommunications Division. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: So, if you stick to that plan, you 
don't have to go back for further authorization or anything? Is 
it approved on a five year basis? 
MR. MADZELAN: I'm ot sure what you mean. 
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CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: You said you had f a lan 
and if that's okayed by General Services, do you have to go back 
each year to update that plan? 
MR. r~ADZELAN: We update the pl a 
fo 11 ow the plan, although sometimes many thing have e 
immediately, and stop some of the replacement of u eq i ent 
But we do have a scheduled equipment replacement f ou 
mountaintop repeaters and for the other equi ent w 've g t. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: On the data recove 
you working with OIT on? 
pr ram? e 
MR. MADZELAN: I am not, not my division. w, ou f re 
ar ago~ division, I believe, has gone through OIT. Sever 
down south, the federal government, along w th 0 , st r d wha 
they called ''Fire Scope", along with the other fire serv ces. 
That worked well for many years in Southern Cal f rnia. t is 
just now starting to be extended into Northern Ca if r a But I 
have very limited knowledge of that. I didn•t have nything to 
do with it. Our fire division did. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Do you have any direct coo d tion 
of your system with other state agencies? 
MR. MADZELAN: It is necessary for us to communicate 
with all the major state agencies. In our communication systems, 
we have radios to allow us to communicate with state agencies~ as 
well as the microwave, the ones that are hooked up to that. 
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CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Is there any portion of the 911 mon 
that is set aside for you? 
MR. MADZELAN: None whatsoever. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Do you think that migh be a g o 
idea? 
MR. MADZELAN: I don•t know how we would use it. We are 
tied into all the counties now, to other law enfor ement 
agencies, and fire agencies, by radio and land-line. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: You just told me that those get 
knocked out in case of a major emergency. 
MR. MADZELAN: They do, but as I say, we also have radio 
backup to them using the mountaintop repeaters and he State 
microwave system. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: So. you're satisfied with the 
emergency service communication system in California tod ? You 
are telling me that I have nothing to worry about, right? 
MR. MADZELAN: No, I am not saying that. 1 1 m saying we 
are always updating9 and we are always trying to come up with a 
better system. We have several things going. For ins n e, the 
smaller state agencies have not had a means to communicate with 
each other using radios. So, several years ago, we went with a 
BCP and got $145,000 to buy 16 mountaintop repeaters in the 800 
meg range, and gave these repeaters to the Department of General 
Services' Telecommunications Division. They are now engineering 
and installing these. They have frequencies from the FCC, 10 
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frequencies up and down the state. We also went out and got 
another $160,000 worth of portable mobile equipment in this 
range, so we can make caches -- one in northern~ one in entral, 
and one in Southern California -- so in case of emergen we can 
put these out so these smaller agencies can talk on them. Plus, 
they are authorized to buy their own equipment to ~ive them a 
means of communications. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: You did all that for $145~000 
MR. MADZELAN: $145,000 was for the 16 mountaintop 
repeaters. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Did OIT approve that? 
MR. MADZELAN: No. The Telecommunications Divi ion 
approved that. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: (Directed to Mr. Kolodney) You don t 
approve telecommunications stuff at all? 
MR. KOLODNEY: (Nodding his head "no" from the 
audience.} 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Did you participate before the FCC. 
when the FCC was giving away the public service radio frequencies 
to commercial users? 
MR. MADZELAN: I did not. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Were you opposed to that? 
MR. MADZELAN: Which one are we talking about now? 






MR. MADZELAN: In Los Angeles? They went for Channel 16 
it from the 
CHAIRWOMAN 





We supported that, yes. 
Now, let's go to the Tea e ata 
Well, you didn 1 t speak up. Lets go 
MS. CHRIS JENSEN: My name is Chris Jense , rep esenting 
EDD [Employment Development Department]. I 1 m the c ief of 
information systems planning. My testimony is before you. I 
will try to highlight just a few things, picking u on what 
you've been asking. 
We have three major program areas that we are 
automating. One is the employment tax area. In that area, we 
have an approximately $10 million development effo t. Half of 
that is for the consultant help. On the tax accounting system 
that we are developing, we have utilized a two-stage approach. 
We went out for competitive bid and procured the service of a 
consultant to help with the conceptual design. That was a joint 
effort between EDD staff and the consultant. 
Then, again through competitive bid, we procured the 
services of a second ... 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: !s this all a part of the $5 million 
you spent? 
MS. JENSEN: Yes. The second stage, again, combined the 
joint involvement of EDD staff and the consultant to do more 





the new tax accounting system. Within that project, st to give 
you some idea of the management, •.. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: So, you had a $10 mill on p j 
and half of that was for outside consultant fees. tua 
only $5 million went for hardware and whatever. 
MS. JENSEN: Yes. The management of that project 
included development of plans, several years ago, to approach the 
project review and budgetary support through the epartmen of 
Finance. Internally, we have an executive-level data pro essin 
user board that reviews all of the proposals. We also hav 
steering committees consisting of the deputy director f 
administration as well as the deputy director of the branch 
affected, the data processing chief, myself. All of the 1 ne 
management participate in those steering committee meetings, 
which are typically every two weeks. We have a very high level 
of management and user involvement. I think that is why we are 
fairly successful. As an example of the variety of our use of 
consultants in our unemployment insurance area, we have developed 
automated claims systems for unemployment insurance. EDD staff 
did all of the design and development work. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Is that why the criticism is so great 
in that area, because you did it yourself? There is a great deal 
of concern about the high cost of that system. 
MS. JENSEN: It is a $19 million project, and it has 
taken several years to get it implemented statewide. We did have 
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an extended pilot program on that, though, because we lt it was 
a difficult task. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: So, even with an extended pilot 
project, you still came up with these high costs? Was this 
cleared through OIT? 
MS. JENSEN: The $19 million actually consists of five 
projects and, yes, there has been review and approval of both the 
plans and the feasibility study. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Wouldn 1 t OIT loan you somebody? 
MS. JENSEN: Loan? 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Will they loan someone for your 
do-it-yourself project? No, you weren't loaned anyone. I'm 
concerned about it, because it is an area where there has been a 
lot of criticism, as you well know. If it was all done inhouse, 
I am just wondering: we have heard concerns that there are not 
enough technicans or high level people. 
MS. JENSEN: Perhaps I can add to that. We again have 
hired a consultant to, jointly with EDD staff, design our 
complimentary benefit accounting for unemployment insurance 
system. There, again, it is about a 50-50 split on new 
development cost between the consultant and State cost. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: On the $19 million project ••• 
MS. JENSEN: That's actually five projects. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: They were five projects, but they 




MS. JENSEN: Actually, a little over $2 million of that 
was consultant help. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Okay. So roughly, your deve o ent 
project and the cost are generally split between the roject and 
consultant fees? 
MS. JENSEN: We have a variety. As an example, in the 
job service area, we have an order-sharing project that was a 
turn-key system. In other words, we went to the vendors and 
asked that they meet our program requirements. That was totally 
vendor-developed. They provided the hardware and the application 
software, so about two-thirds of the cost of that $15 millicn 
project was consulting costs. There is a full range of use of 
consultant staff depending upon our expertise and our need to 
spread our resources across multiple high-priority projects. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Thank you. Any of you have a 
questions? All right. Let's move on to the Teale Data Center. 
~R--· QAVlQ_hgMA: I'm David Lema, the director of the 
Teale Center. First of all, I don't have any prepared statement. 
I received this material late yesterday afternoon. 
But I can tell you we are involved in a number of very 
large projects, and have been fairly successful in implementing 
those projects over the years. Some of the current ones in the 
recent past involve the merger of two of our facilities into a 
single facility which actually saved about 30 personnel-years a 
year, and produces an ongoing savings of about $3.5 million a 
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year. We also began the implementation of an upgraded backbone 
network throughout the state, a triangular network between San 
Francisco, Los Angeles and Sacramento comprised of T-1 carriers 
and time division multiplexers in each of those facilities. We 
currently have facilities today, but on a much smaller scale. We 
expect to complete that project by the end of this calendar year. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: There have been some comments -- let 
me, before you tell me about the project. I have heard nothing 
but good things about what your department has been doing. -- I'd 
like to hear a little bit more about your agency's willingness to 
assist other agencies. Are they using the expertise at the Teale 
Data Cent~r. 
MR. LEMA: Very much so. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Tell me a little bit about that, 
because we are interested in coordination. Is that done through 
OIT? 
NR. LEMA: Sometimes it is. Sometimes the agency will 
approach us at the stage that they are considering a project and 
want some third-party technical advice even before they prepare a 
preliminary study that might involve the Office of Information 
Technology. On other occasions, the agency will approach the 
Office of Information Technology which will refer them to us for 
assistance in getting the facts, figures, and data necessary to 
prepare an appropriate feasibility study report. But, just 
looking at the last year or year and a half, we consulted and 
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assisted approximately 15 departments, including the California 
Horseracing Board, the Department Real Estate, State Teachers 
Retirement, Consumer Affairs, and the list goes on a d on. That 
consulting is at different levels of expertise Some req e 
technical consulting on how to develop a data-base stru ture, 
while others want to know about the alternatives of stand alone, 
small microprocessors versus using a large data center --which 
course they might pursue. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: What size is your staff at h Teale 
Data Center? 
MR. LEMA: We have approximately 330 personnel 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: How many of those are professionals 
with the kind of expertise utilized in a consultant capaci ? 
MR. LEMA: They come from all different branches and 
units of the department. We probably utilize about 18 people, 
depending on the project and what•s required. There is probably 
a cadre of about 18 people that I feel comfortable using as 
consultants to assist our departments. 
CHAIRWOMAN ~OORE: Do you loan them out to departments 
or is it done internally, inhouse, without an actual fiscal loan 
to a department? 
MR. LEMA: We have never loaned anybody on a long-term 
basis, "long-term" meaning longer than a few days or a month or 
something of that nature. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: They don't physically relocate? 
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MR. LEMA: No. They may go but only for the duration of 
the project. Typically, it is usually in meetings and 
consultation. The analysis and actual work wi11 ta e pace back 
at their desk, and they will produce a project and s t it to 
the agency, through us. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Do ycu have any recommendations or 
any suggestions for OIT or General Services n terms f 
expediting or enhancing the process? 
MR. LEMA: Well, understand that we have perhaps a 
unique situation in that we exclusively deal in data processing, 
unlike most of the departments that you heard today, where data 
processing is a tool to get them to their ultima program 
mission. We have worked very closely with both the Depar ent of 
General Services, all of the units within General Services, not 
just the Office of Telecow.munications, and with th~ Office of 
Informat1on Technology on a day-to-day basis. I think we 
probably have a closer rapport than the typical department that 
has a project once every five years or every two years. I can 
honestly say we have not been impeded or hindered unreasonably, 
or been prohibited from accomplishing our objective by the 
current mechanism. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Does that occur because of your 
inherent knowledge and expertise, which is that 1 S probably 
equivalent to both agencies? 
MR. LEMA: It could very well be. 
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CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Do you utilize the Teale Data Center 
to assist and review some of the proposals? You see, you get 
your way by knowledge. 
MR. LEMA: I don't mean to imply that we get ur 
every time, believe me. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Are there any recommendations -- for 
example, additional training or studies that need to be do e on a 
state level? 
MR. LEMA: Again, not having the opportuni to look at 
this material and think it through, it would be premature for me 
to do that at this point. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Okay. Thank you for your comments. 
Let's go to the Department of Forestry. I bet you thoug t I 
forgot about you. 
~E~-~RR!_PARI~l~: No, I didn't. I was appreciating 
the low profile we were maintaining, and hope to kee that low 
profile. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Tell us a little bit about the 
modernization of your field communications and how that process 
works? 
MR. PARTAIN: We have replaced the tin cans on the ends 
of the wires. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: That's what we were told. We want to 
know how you got around to doing that. 
MR. PARTAIN: Let me just comment on a couple of things. 
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CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Somebody said you have been e evated 
to bullhorns. 
MR. PARTAIN: We still use those too. We 
cooperated with the Department of Water Resources, or exa ple, 
in the statewide systeM of remote weather-sensing uni s. So, 
some cooperation does go en here. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: When you say that, does that mean you 
are a part of their statewide system? You could be running along 
the aqueduct which goes to some of the remote areas t at you 
might need, I would think. 
MR. PARTAIN: We are not involved in that particular 
one. This is a separate system. Both agencies needed eather 
information on a timely basis from remote areas throughout the 
state. So, instead of one department setting it up al 
itself, we joined with them and set it up so we both get the 
information. It serves our agencies very well. Our e rgen 
command centers are all on the 16th floor. That 1 s jus one 
example. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: I understand that. I was just t ing 
to move into the 80's, putting you on their high speed fiber 
optic system. 
MR. PARTAIN: That underwater system doesn't sound too 
good when it comes out the other end. It sounds like you 1 e 
talking under water. 
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CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: You mean MCI didn t of ? I thought 
they gave you quality services as well. So, you have the 
bullhorn. Go ahead. 
MR. PARTAIN: Our man in charge of bullhorns is sitting 
back here. I didn't want him up here, I was afraid he would be 
too loud. But we do have our own communications experts within 
the department, because we have so many units scattered across 
the state, and we are an emergency organization that has to be 
able to respond quickly and in an effective manner. Therefore, 
we work closely with the Office of Telecommunications and with 
other people in General Services. We are in the process of 
modernizing our radio systems in the field. We find we are 
having no particular difficulty at all working with them on that. 
It's working very well. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Do you utilize the microwave system? 
MR. PARTAIN: We have our own microwave system. Yes, we 
do. At the same time, we have developed a strong information 
system planning group in the last three years. That system has 
gone through approximately 10 major processess or programs that 
we have tri~d to computerize, and are in the process of 
completing several of those at the moment. Those, of course, all 
had to be approved through OIT. We have had very good 
cooperation with them as well. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Did you hire outside consultants as 
well? 
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MR. PARTAIN: I have the figures that we came p with 
after we discovered what you were asking for. In four years, in 
efforts with that particular informational s ste , a e spe t 
about $1.5 million on equipment, and about $50, 00 on co s a 
services -- but that was with someone with n the epa tme of 
General Services. In other words, we haven't found any these 
people who loan us people free of charge. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: So, you paid for what you ot I 
forgot to ask Mr. Kolodney, when you say loan, do yo really mean 
loan in the true sense, or do they pay •... No it is not a r al 
loan, because you get an exchange person for it. 
MR. PARTAIN: And, we didn t have anyone to exchange so 
we paid them for it to cover their cost. About $50, 00 out of 
the $1.5 million we spent on equipment. 
I'd like to just make one comment. I wrote this d wn. 
If you will permit me to read one thing here. The rapid advance 
of communication technology certainly calls for better 
coordination of all state user groups. However, t e Dep r ent 
of Information Technology could very easily become a 
super-control agency and not contribute to improve~ent of 
coordination and efficiency. Should a department be established, 
there should be a user board made up of representatives of the 
individual departments with significant influence over policy 
development and approval. I think that's important, because I 
know what you're getting at there. We're co cerned with he same 
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MR. MCGUIRE: We do have a need for timely weather as 
well as air quality -- actually real-time monitoring information. 
In fact, we have a number f telecommunica ons systems set up 
right now, telemetry sys s w e e we can, in our off ce, pulse 
what 1 S actually being read at certainly strategically located 
monitors throughout the state. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Now yo know what next questio 
is going to be. How does that plug into the Water Resources and 
Forest Departments• system? I would imagine that your system 
would probably be more sophisticated than the one they have. 
MR. MCGUIRE: Ours, because of the fairly dispersed 
nature of many of these installations, comes in over telephone 
wires. If we install a monitoring station, weather, air quali 
we simply have to install it somewhere where it has access to 
telephone equipment. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: So, you dvn't have them all over the 
state, in remote areas? 
MR. MCGUIRE: That's right. I don't know exactly how 
many of these telemetry installations we have, but I would say 
the order of two or three dozen at the most 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: But there is no coordination with the 
Water Resources and Forest Oepar ents? 
MR. MCGUIRE: No, there is not. Those are operated 
independently. They have been in the field for, many of them, 
some years now. They have kind of grcwn. They weren't put in 
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entirely as a single program, so new ones have developed hen a 
need emerged. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Now, yo 're ng o tel u about 
electronic mail. 
MR. MCGUIRE: Okay. Abou ea s ago, w ognize 
that the Air Resources Board had a need or some way to increas 
our efficiency in terms of preparing w itten material, ing i 
communicated to others, getting t r viewed, and ge ti g f 
products out. So, arly in 1984, e began ef arts to acqui 
some automated office capabilities. We wanted to enhance our 
ability to generate material swell enh nee our a li to 
access some of the fairly large data-bases that we rna ntai 
the Air Resources Board. 
In an effort to set this syst m up, we began working 
with the control agencies. We mmedia ely touched a es wit 
OIT. We began talking to General Services. In fact, we s t 
about to find what the roles were to acquire such a system. 
Early on we decided that the best and the most efficient w y t 
do it would be to play by those rules. We found that system 
actually works quite well, too. We sought some chr.ical suppor 
from the Department of General Services. Actually, they provide 
us with a consultant, who helped us initiate a board-wide 
planning process. That planning process took somewhat less than 
a year, but it was a little protracted. because it involved an 
awful lot of working with fairly diverse people within our own 
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organization, to work out internal conflicts. But, the process 
was generally a business-planning precess. It involved a lot of 
executive office participation. In fact, the steerin committee 
of this planning process was m de up of our executive o ice n 
his two deputies. They provided, firsts a certain image of 
seriousness to the staff, so that it really was taken as a 
project that was conceived at high levels. Th also made some 
of the high level decisions that needed to be made along the way. 
We had a good committee that represented the main 1ine divisions. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: The system that you utilized, was 
that thuught up by the agency itself or was th1s on the tech ical 
advice of OIT? 
~R. MCGUIRE: The system that we 1 re now just about 
closing in on was conceived, I think, largely as a composite of 
the work of this planning process and as a result of some of the 
consultation and advice we received froP~ the General Services 
consultant group. 
CHAIRWOMAN ~OORE: What I 1 m asking is about the process 
that brought you to the system. You involved top management, a 
the things that we heard Legislative Analyst said neede to be 
done as we begin to delegate these projects. Was this on an 
internal basis or was this the recommendation that you followed 
from OIT, in terms of making your recommendations for the 
project? 
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MR. MCGUIRE: We were led through this process by a 
consultant we hired from the Department of General Services. He 
met with the committee over several month , provided advice to us 
on how the agenda should go and what our ob ecti es at various 
stages should be. He sort of led through the rocess. 
ChAIRWOMAN MOORE: That's pret much what I am t ing 
to determine: how we set up these plans and is he state 
involved in it. 
MR. MCGUIRE: Yes. I would say he was instrumental in 
the final outcome. But in addition to consulting from General 
Services, my staff spent a lot of time dealing with vendors, with 
Te~le, with the Office of Telecommunications, and basically 
looking for information eve where they could find it. The final 
product turns out really to be a blend, I think, of all of these 
things. 
CHAIR~OMAN MOORE: That's the kind of thing that we were 
saying that usually makes the best system. 
MR. MCGUIRE: I think it is safe to say the Air 
Resources Board really was in control of our project. We, in 
effect, didn't ask the consultant to set us up w th it. ~e ask 
consultants to provide us with advice and guidance, with 
technical information where we needed it, and we proceeded then 
to develop it. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: How much did the system finally cost? 
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MR. MCGUIRE: Right now, if you don't mind, I would 
rather not say at this point, because we're going to open bids in 
about two weeks. 
CHAIRWOMAN ORE: So, you on t act a have t e 
system? The system is no on-line? 
MR. MCGUIRE: That 1 s right. We expect to open bids at 
the end of this month. We are looking at something on the orde 
of a $2 to $3 million system, complete. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: The specifications for the system, 
were they developed OIT? 
MR. MCGUIRE: No, they were developed by my staff, but 
with a great aeal of consultation from OIT, Telecommunications 
and others. To give you some idea as to how it worked, the 
committee that developed this process finished up its work in 
early 1985. We submitted a feasibility study report to OIT in 
the spring of 1985. In the early summer, that report was 
approved with certain conditions. Based upon that we began 
working with the Department of General Services procurement 
people. More or less concurrently we went back and worked with 
OIT to resolve some of the conditions of the approval of our 
feasibility study. So, we ended up with a final approved 
feasibility study in the fall of 1985 Then, we began working in 
earnest with OIT and Procurement to write the specifications for 
the project in such a way that when we got them written, we would 
have products that those control ager.cies could approve. 
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MR. MCGUIRE: General Telephone? For communications? 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Yes. 
MR. MCGUIRE: The PacBell system, we finally concluded, 
was the one that best met our needs. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Okay. With that, would you le us 
know what the final cost of the system is? In the next couple of 
weeks, please get back to us. P ease send me a letter owe can 
include that in the procedures. 
MR. MCGUIRE: We will be hap to. We are keep ng uur 
fingers crossed for suitable bids and everything. We will be 
able to let you know in very early June what the total cost will 
be, based on the bids. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Thank you. I appreciate your 
testimony. Finally, we hear from General Services. 
MR. ALLEN TOLMAN: Madam Chair, I'm Allen Tolman, depu 
director for the Department of General Services, and I head the 
Telecommunications Division. On my left is Jack Smith, whc is 
the chitf for the Office of Management Technolo and Planning 
within our department. 
Based on the remarks that havt been made other 
departments, let me address those and then I can get down to some 
remarks I would like to make. 
Telecommunications Division is comprised of 350 people. 
It has an operating budget of about $100 million. We have 
contracted over the last three fiscal years for outside 
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d t en you a n hi for three or four years in hose 
c pr X se. 
that 0 rs a in n ha 
ons t n perti ou ha 
e s h s r e t 
e 0 s v1e d b sine s ' wi h ve a deman for 
f 0 0 ce t 
u e d a sist us t a in a n h i r need 
e n as as e er reg rdin Centrex. I would 
k s ust a 1 itt 1 it. e th i is v 
n he pas . 8 t 0 1 lso 1 
St te' ,000 e n 
0 s 1 n 
ce 0 state s to ed ele h e 





0 a n 
u 
Those 42 cons 
f ses we 
e t. 
d s e per 
idated Cen r xes, however 
a i rovide sha ed 
e ou 
n sec or t e telephone n tw rk, our r dio services 
or t io s s hat a umber d a M nts talked bout 
ay h t t • microwave s stem - s '' n t i q a t e d l! 
s (:; . 









Regarding hat "antiquated" y t m, hat• 
sys m that spans this s ate. ne of t 
s cro he top of t e H gh ierra , one down 
in Valley, and anot 
and ca a li 
0 i s 
fo s long dis 
we e to me 
ercent and 
A 





hat a h ough a 
s o I 
ac oss t e coa t 
has 
below 
e commun c tions. 
n engin r d 
.999 
y 
e nt. It 
as n tha 
we 
get 
ce ed tha 
want you sy em t be util zed to ts ullest extent. 
eard t ree di ferent agencies that now have microwave 
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th can't e oo d nto you 
lke a 










r t i 1 




a a on 
11 ct 
L e 
C ter us said 
e same thin . 
R. T T e s a s e n reg a 
e c c e. here 
or h s 
c s 0 h 0 e r ny as VI 
d g tal serv ce st e Health a 
e as \lie 11 . at 1 s p a t on. 
th e highl coo d n b ur 
n r d s . I 1 a 0 like 0 
i s ect f some the forwar moving things 
c AI 0 00 E : A ys l e you grea er 
ncre sed n y u urr ly 
ss 
t y e n rd + " 
mus e the same c it es. 
AIRW OORE: Ok y u h s me ones. 
M . TO A The Depa tment f 0 rces 1 
1 met ed 1 ng the channel and the r owe enera i 
equiremen s ha e ee we 1 exp1a ned the 0 artme of a e 
u es on t ,~e i s uss t e. e e ked c 0 e 
it at r me regarding the b g ana y nd the tech ica 
r syst e e t t n ad i n to 
e IS genera teleco nic nee s ou1 
e . i g a i t . We 
e r epa r 
ca ai ' a n si g r r a 
u p uld e p t f u sa ce-gra e 
ai s ers we are pu chasi 
y a d 0 a 0 
em 
TO A a oing t en for g ne a 
v n at n s ' as we e ea 1 i 
eo 0 n s t a eed t in 
ep ments. 
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c A RWO AN ORE: (: i ess ce you e y don't have ,) 
any p an or i a his moment 
A ur ' v c b 
OORE: 0 lti 0 
M N : How would I allocat hat? 
c AIR t~A OORE: Whoever ge s c that system. 
h s t w u d t be just General Se ice ut il zation? 
. TOL N: No. We use e little urselves. The 
a ori of 0 use s for other departments uses. The priority 
se vii be e pr ori of u e that we nov1 experience on the 
tate's e eph work. 
A A OORE: \<1 h t's st r or ? 
We will migra rd of 0 r voice 
e k h at means that he s the system 
i ti s ' nd 
d Ca rans, wh s t e next biggest user, 
we v~ 1 us t at .;: a y nee a we 11 . I 
0 realize t t it is nl 0 e port on of 
i at etwork t t us . 
I hin are ookin a it in that 
• m in ow u ex ect hat part 
a 
t in n f the e h ngs y 
r re ed for planni g. We require five ear plans 
an h e for some me, for State departme ts that have been 
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nvol e p a 
dives i r • 
e t 
s 0 0 st 
ose 
A 
rad o sy te s 
partme ts a e 
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e 0 ge 0 the 
ORE: k 0 
y 
N 
o t e 
A MOORE: G e d 
9 
0 
ed t OS 
e a s 
0 
r1 L On he s our depa tment 
sig if cant me k s r plan 
g f t sm n£ t at 
ve e ann ng c s i v h g e k n th or 
five-ye comm ... n terms f e r direct on and " 
per a nal needs ere s n co r spond 11 ommi n on 
ne r fu s e 0 t e c r e t iscal ear. So, 1 I 
hose p ans re s bjec to the money that•s available, the 
hanging i or i ie t take. They don 1 t want to spend a lot of 
i e se a e i w it th t it cou be ve 
0 ve ta e d s ct stand: i you want to 
• v no h t 0 p a f r it and ake 
0 we ifie hat five-yenr 
g r ner 1 it i e year a d 
m e s h year. We 
p stem r departments, that t 
pla ess. i r 0 
y r 0 ure. i d ear, you 
a r s s . 
at es rna e s at me t u their 
\'Ja 
... them 0 ee t it mic wave " 
F ac a y share he State's wave sys m. 
e e t s at re unique For st t the rna ori 




within our age cy. n th handout we provided you is an 
a in stra ive ord f om the Department of Genera Services. t 
s d e was a resp nse t t e e nt 
e g ze 0 better coordina its nfo p nn d 
system develo ent. We outlined a number of ste s that we take 
ith Genera er i e 1 s Information System Pl n RS 
devel prnent, an what have you. The key to this is tha we 
eated an informa i n system review board compose o 4 depu 
directors. My office staff has access to that boa d. Every item 
e at ng t rmat o management within the D artment of 














s ul y wa e of all data proc g and 
activi es. 
M 0 RE: H s that r 
TH: We rel t OIT through sever mecha is s 
h 
ns 
alrea discussed -- the FRS process 
0 
de r 
ior o t e 




s o r 
n 
E: I t 
elease 
've go e same capa i1 ti s 
tat a duplication of serv 
Eve on who wants nit ate data 




CHAIRWOMAN ~OORE: Wasn't it your department that helped 
et up the planning for the Air Resources Board? 
MR. SMI H: es, and for the Depar e of Forestry. We 
re a s w rk g with the Depar nt of Corrections. 
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Now, the process that they went 
hrough is very similar to what you have in your own agency. 
MR. SMI H: The same people are doing that. 
C AIRWOMAN MOORE: Is there an effort to try to do this 
ith other agencies? Is that pretty much the format that you 
rce ve us mov ng toward, in terms of statewide planning? 
teve? mea 
board with the 
happe ing 
n terms of information service , setting up a 
sers and tha kind of thi g. is that what you see 
R. ODNEY: I think we are mo ing more and more in 
hat direc on. 
C AIR~JOMA OORE: Is that something that you're urging? 
M LOD~E We're urging, and I th k Jack has shown 
hat whe ou that you involve many people in the department 
and get goo pro ucts as a result. 
CHAI WO AN MOORE: That's what I'm saying. It would 
eem to me omethi g that you advocate in terms of what ought to 
e format. The the depar ents maybe fee tha y u don't give 
any d re c t on in at area. 
MR. KOLODNEY: Our new policy, "The Information 
Management Annual Plan," tries to put emphasis on the management 
aspects o t. 
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we that a 
ns iga e 1 of t OS v 
een 1 have been able to help n w ave been 
c s throu 
t ou t e a ot 
i ho k ng one 
h ar 0 longe u 
T Gener 
thei ad istrati e se h 
e ur i the bu et of last ea that a e us 
104 
pecifical y t look at th b i st a me back 
te 11 the J int s tive Bu ommitt e t t e $150 mi 11 n 
e i r 
a e I nt 
ay the 0 t Legi a i e et 0 T 
h e 0 tio c in e. 
R ORE: H ve 0 come 0 t e h y 
i s n ood ex pen i t e 0 ven hed 
ecis 0 a this poi t? 
0 The s e nivers ha 
i con in e hat he b ck for hat expe it re 




t nne r 
t s y 
0 em a t 0 out 
r p 
t od 
on 1 0 
e n . e have 
pti n h wor t 
e i r ng 0 is t e d f + t " 
ul upport The consultant eport came back with the 
0 
pecificat ens s c a stem, ncludin i 0 a 
dicatio of t hat would accr e a re 1 w t 
e ea ate --
s cos (): m t we h " 
e s wha sa ings mi result from t m a 
5 mi 11 sy tern. 
c AI N MOORE: ourse, h s: 
qu i a b 1 . 
M D E That's e ainl t e 
A 00 E : gue s that 1 s p as 
u m ne. I wil say that th St e h 
b t sa d. I 11 sav t e a . 
c e econ . 
e ment n 
y a 
u g t he aq e u w eve . 
Ma a in c tha 
sys 
a co 
i a cu r i 
II you, 
e be 
po at o . th e Gover is th hea 0 0 t 
f prob bl 140 different corpora ions. Look g at the goals and 
6 
bjectives of \tJ ate r esour s a t eir desire for telemetry 
ystems and t in find the commonalitie betwe n them, on th 
d ex p1e dif c e t 
n h e we ca sh ' but r 
he m ms that yo cussed nd t s 
d a k d a ut. am am ar with se e 
e A r es rds are in he etr po a e 0 me sure 
' w a at r Resources
1 s and Forest 's are 11 he 
0 easur he nes 0 the terrai nd how muc 
0 f g ha e 0 flood Folsom Dam. s hink, vie 
eed po n . There a diverging goals within those 
p e r ization. rea i e h e a 
u I f that we staff 0 ose 
pt ... he ~~ 0 n t \., 
1 . I 
a e. 
I go in 0 g e ha . 
v an't be co olidat 0 a varie f 
n h in as n 0 i e 
I r a e in mana in t 
tio system . A 
e ea h g 0 the a e v 
e i ed f 0 T and G ra Services. But th n 
h e as been nformation that requires a closer look, because 
here i u tion t t there is still room o mproveme 
10 
I do t ink there s a need for follo\<1- p so 0 
hese . + proJec ... s, be a se I think there are ques ion t at a e 
aise h th te t on bet we n 
a t to t ank ~. of you for ou 
h i g • hat, I ' 1 adjourn the mee i 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * 
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's performance in these 






' ions ( 
basical y 
ion. 
we reasses our to 
issues, and decided to reorganize our personnel. As 
id llig (Mr. Radding's successor) is responsible for both the 
assignments. While this ange was made in part for internal 
reason we t i also d i our abili to assess the 
advocating and 
th this consolidation 
Hon. Gwen -2-
assi s, the individual analysts in our 
primary responsi ility for evaluating information 
their program areas. 
If we can be of further assistance, please 








propos s in 
or or 
Acting Legislative Analyst 
d 
Information 
I to a 
to 
background paper 
Exhibit 1 in the handout shows in 1983 the Office of .uu•vu•<au.·v• Technology 
reviewed 144 Budget Change Proposals related to infonnation technology; 1984, the 
number of technology BCPs to 194; and 
even increase to 326. That represents an increase of over 
three budget years. 
dollar the 1986-87 Governor's Budget includes apJ)ro;umtatel}' $ 
HU..LUV'H in proposed information technology projects. That is up from $45 the 
previous budget. 
I want to emphasize that this Administration applies the same standards 
justification information technology proposals as it applies to other 
proposals. I also want to suggest that the kind of growth I have just noted simply does not 
occur within an administrative environment that is unreasonably restrictive or 
uncoordinated. 
Our VVAHHllLlJ,J'-'H from the beginning has been to facilitate 
State government, and I am convinced that we are 
second topic - that of the various responsibilities 
are necessary the effective administration of information technology within the 
'"'"''"""·'""., of State government 
Occasionally, we are asked to compare our approach to 
technology to employed by larger private corporations. In many respects, 
it is comparison, because we take justifiable pride in our success 
on a more businesslike footing. 
However, we must be careful in making such comparisons, because 
State government is more like a gigantic holding company, comprised of a large number of 
separate and largely independent businesses, than it is like a single unified corporation. A 












'""'"'"''""'" are creation of a 
new store. 
We are presently in midst comprehensive,...,."""'"'" 
policies governing technology. Our intention is to provide a carefully-
structured framework for information management that is based 
principles that provides a realistic balance between the 
the need to provide effective state-wide coordination. One example of is 
recently-implemented personal computer policy, which gives the primary 
responsibility for managing these relatively-inexpensive systems within a policy framework 
that is designed to ensure that even those agencies with very little experience 
computers will be able to avoid major pitfalls. Similarly, the new information management 
planning policy places emphasis on the establishment of an on-going, planning 
process within each agency, rather than simply on the drafting of an annual plan to send to 
the Department of Finance. We view information as one of the great resources of 
government, a resource that requires as much attention from agency manaJgernetu as do 
financial or human resources. 
We to address ... TnPTUUl U 
.... ""''UJlVU for sound state-level 
public access to data 
policies . 
those data bases to unwarranted intrusion, the creation of a statewide 
plan, and the potential for electronic mail State government 
recovery 
Budget Year 1986/87 will include a reassessment 
m application new Witcu:~s. 
In I would suggest Administration has 
principles to the management of information in California State government 
principles are: 




as we other major 
resource; 
.. a sense we must as to 
is ChlmliCteJriStlC 
lam wehave 












THE OFFICE OF INFORMATION 
The Office Information Technology provides consulting and 
departments who need guidance and assistance developing strategic 
studies and conducting Information Technology projects. The Office does not """'''''"''"~• 
studies or write plans and reports, rather the goal is to guide a client 
staff, or consultants, perform the analytic work. This approach leaves department not 
only with a product but also with the ability and knowledge necessary to translate 
Information Technology truly beneficial to the State. 
Larger departments, because of the level of Information Technology T'P,...,,n,r~ 
their mission, can in these. However, many smaller r~ ... ..,,M,.....,, • .,t., 
need Information Technology cannot Thus, the majority of our consulting 
departments: 
" who are 
.. 
.. 
...,U,,UJA'-H 1 Studies and/or Informacion so 
to such expertise. 
DEPARTMENTS RECEIVING OIT 
STATE DEFENDER 
DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH 
•Feasibility Study for Office Automation 
SECRETARY OF STATE 
•Feasibility Study for Uniform Commercial Code filings 
• Feasibility Study for Political Reform filings 
COMMISSION 
•Strategic Planning 






PEACE OFFICERS STANDARDS AND TRAINING COMMISSION 
•Feasibility Study for Office Automation 
OF INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS 
DEPARTMENTS RECEIVING CONTRACT SUPPORT 
DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS 
•Capacity planning for future hardware needs 
OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW 
•Feasibility Study for Office Automation 
FAIR EMPWY.MENT AND HOUSING COMMISSION 
•Feasibility Study for Office Automation 
DEPARTMENT OF FOOD AND AGRICULTURE 
•Strategic planning 
BOARD OF PRISON TERMS 
•Feasibility Study for Office Automation 
WHICH HAVE RECEIVED OIT ASSISTANCE 






Systems Plan preparation 
~"A"'" ... '"" Feasibility Study Report 
CONSUMER AFFAIRS 
Feasibility Study Report 
EDUCATION CO:MMJSSION 
Study Report 
EMPLOYME~1 AND HOUSING 
GAME 
FOOD AND AGRICULTURE 
control and investigation of toxic substances 
DEPARTMENT OF GENERAL SERVICES 
• Assistance establishing Microcomputer Store 
DEPARTMENT INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS 
•Office Automation project 
• Assistance on WCAB Feasibility Study Report and Rehabilitation PIER 
MUSEUM OF SCIENCE AND INDUSTRY 
• Planning for replacement of bookkeeping machine 
NATIVE AMERICAN HERITAGE COMMISSION 
• Advice on Office Automation planning 
OFFICE OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE PLANNING 
•Office Automation Feasibility Study Report 
OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW 
•Planning for Office Automation 
OFFICE OF ECONO.rvflC OPPORTUNITY 




PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 
Office Automation 
DEPARTMENT OF SAVINGS AND LOAN 
SF BAY CONSERVATION & DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION 
• Assistance with Office Automation 
STATE LANDS COMMISSION 
•Office Automation Feasibility Study Report 
• 
I 
STATE TREASURER'S OFFICE 
•Planning for automation 
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is a basic planning document for each agency. 
IMAP · oriented to management rather than technology. 
that each agency establish a continuing, 
information management planning process . 
.... AAA....,A..L .. • defined 
process 
· a vehicle for budget 
basic information for statewide planning. 
FEASIBILITY STUDIES 
(FSR) 
Standard industry practice for the JUstification 
documentation of information technology projects. 
Key element in the budget process. 
Formal and well-defined process for managing 
complexities and critical issues: 
• alternatives analysis . 
• and confidentiality 
• project management and control 
Vehicle executive and legislative 
large and complex projects. 
• 
















VALUE OF NEW PROJECTS 
($ millions) 
$0 ~------~------~ 




















• PUBLIC ACCESS TO 
• VULNERABILITY OF 
TO INTRUSION 










• STATE COMPUTER 
• TECHNICAL TRAINING 
WELFARE DATA TMMT"'i..-.. 
• TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
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cooperated with Hea 
our campuses special 
equipment. In a of 
advice from other agencies. 
It is my observa ion 
sharing among Sta a 
strong tendency toward 
own course of action. If a str 
by an agency, it is not very 
funding to effective 1 
most planning has been tactical 
Question 3 
I cannot speak for 
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assistance is prov 
Testimony 
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guidelines and standards 





Order No. 447 
to implement Executive Order 447 and maintain the 
for all Orders. If you have any questions regarding the 








This is issued to 
of the Board of Trustees . 
The purpose of this Executive Order is: 
To outline the CSU 
program. 
Resource 
To provide for 
information. 
maintenance 
The management authority 
projects. This Order ........ ,.._ 15 .. --• ., 
up to $100,000. A project 
for review and approval. 
The management system for 
individual campus programs 
Resource Management 
The success of the program, including 




















expanded to serve as 
approval of project budget 
incremental budget proposals with 
budget allotment structure be used in both 
Procurement 
The campuses the Chancellor's Office may 
in accordance with laws 
set of procurement '"''"'"'"''·"'"'' 
Office has incorporated 
memoranda. 
The campuses may conduct 
provided they comply 
evidence of project "'"''",.,.. .. , 
delegate, prior to 
procedures and 
agreements and 




Office. In all cases 
will conduct the 
alternatively consider specific 
or are authorized the Chancellor's 
the procurement, or delegate ad hoc authority 






The campus. and 
subject to audit in 
assess the success of the program in 
. A record 
3 
criterion in such evaluations will be the quality of Information 
and adherence to policies, guidelines and standards 
periodically campus program 





Iu<:~<UY'H resource projects and 
is to those with infamia-
process and to 
LIMITATIONS 
program authority delegated 
if we demonstrate manage-
a manner which will 
with this Order, the 
of Trustees, the 
herein may be further condi-
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Written Testi - Russ Boha 
Director 
Health & Wel e Data Ce ter 
Assemblywoman Moore, rs E 
Bohart, Director, Health and We 
Our Data Center is charged with 
data processing services to t 
Welfare Agency (HWA) and to 
CALSTARS. Servicing departments 
Employment Development and the 
maintain, requires that we stay at 
I am 
Cen er 
and telecommunications technology in 
effective service to our customers. As a 
our efforts in that area, I would like 
events within the HWDC. 
i 
cite several recent 
First in the area of micr as 
scene several years ago, it 
significant contribution to State 
need for standardization. In 1983, 
from the Office of Information (OIT) 
Department of General Services, fice rocurement c~~W~'~ 
permission to open a 11 c te HWA 
December of 1983, we have 800 c ters va 
excess of $5,800,000 r a 26.5% discount from 
pricing to the Departments within our , a recent 
DGS has opened a similar store for the rest of State Government . 
In the area of Telecornmunica we 
accomplishments of e: rst, ice 
our user departments is in ramento 
Center is located on Al ra Boulevard. We do 
amount of da transmission tween our ta 
downtown locations over t ecommunicat ons lines: 
looking for a less nsive to ish i 
Last September at a nati Telecommunications in 
San Diego, we learned of a new microwave t 
inexpensive short-distance communicat ons. 
the Office of Telecommunications, we 
t logy, and I am to r t 
antennas are being install and service 
microwave link on June 1, 1986 t service, 
expand our capacity several ly brea 
less than 24 mon s. I thi t to r 
here is that from we first new t 
until it is install will be ess ne calendar 















same training at public course feri , it would have cost an 
additional $155,000 in tuition itiona1 $178,000 in 
diem and some untold amount of itional travel we 
are maximizing our training dollar. In order to this 
service, HWDC is currently building additional classrooms and 
hopes to have them ready for occupancy by July 1, of this year. 
As the Director of the HWDC, I am treated as a peer with the 
other Directors within the HWA and as such they frequently 
utilize the expertise both I and my staff have built in the 
areas of information processing and telecommunications. As such, 
we sit on many of our user departments executive data processing 
review boards and other internal user departmental review and 
oversight committees to bring our expertise to bear on their 
technology questions. In addition, we do significant amounts of 
individual consulting on specific user departmental new 
automation projects. 
In summary, our experience has lead us to believe that we in the 
HWA can bring leading edge technology to the problems in the HWA 
that the current structure of OIT and the Offices 
Telecommunications and Procurement within DGS do not hinder our 
ability to achieve that and indeed do serve as a reasonable check 
and balance to our eager quest for new solutions. 
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STATE OFFICE OF ICES 
PRESENTATION 
CALIFORNI ISLATURE 
ASSEMBLY COMM TTEE 
ON 
UTILITIES AND COMMERCE 
MAY 21, 1986 
MADAM CHAIR AND MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE, MY NAME IS JON 
MADZELAN, CHIEF, TELECOMMUNICATIONS DIVISION, STATE OFFICE OF 
EMERGENCY SERVICES . MY DIRECTOR, BILL MEDIGOVICH, HAS ASKED ME 
TO REPRESENT THE OFFICE BEFORE THIS COMMITTEE TODAY. I WILL BE 
ADDRESSING THE QUESTIONS SUBMITTED TO OUR AGENCY LAST FRIDAY. 
THE FOUNDATION OF CALIFORNIA'S DISASTER PLANNING IS A STATEWIDE 
SYSTEM OF MUTUAL AID IN WHICH EACH LOCAL JURISDICTION RELIES 
FIRST ON ITS OWN RESOURCES, THEN CALLS FOR ASSISTANCE FROM ITS 
NEIGHBORS--CITY TO CITY, CITY TO COUNTY, COUNTY TO COUNTY , AND 
FINALLY, THROUGH ONE OF THE OES REGIONAL OFFICES, TO THE STATE. 
A MASTER MUTUAL AID AGREEMENT HAS BEEN ADOPTED BY MOST CITIES OF 
CALIFORNIA AND BY ALL 58 COUNTIES. THIS CREATES A FORMAL 
STRUCTURE WITHIN WHICH EACH JURISDICTION RETAINS CONTROL OF ITS 
OWN PERSONNEL AND FACILITIES BUT CAN GIVE AND RECEIVE HELP 
WHENEVER IT IS NEEDED. THE STATE IS SIGNATORY TO THIS AGREEMENT 
AND PROVIDES AVAILABLE RESOURCES TO ASSIST LOCAL JURISDICTIONS IN 
EMERGENCIES. 
THE STATE IS DIVIDED INTO SIX REGIONS. S X REGIONAL DES OFFICES 
ARE LOCATED IN LOS ANGELES, PLEASANT HILL, REDDING, FRESNO, 
SACRAMENTO, AND RANCHO CUCAMONGA. THE OFFICES ARE STAFFED BY 
THE DES PERSONNEL WHO COORDINATE MUTUAL AID REQUESTS AND ASSIST 
JURISDICTIONS IN PREPAREDNESS ACTIVITIES. 
TH S MUTUAL AID SYSTEM THE GOVERNOR'S OFFICE RECEIVES A 
FLOW OF INFORMATION FROM EVERY GEOGRAPHIC AND 
ONAL AREA OF THE STATE. 
COMMUNICATIONS AND WARNING ARE THE KEYS TO RESPONSE, 
SURVIVAL. COMMUNICATIONS IS THE FABRIC WHICH TIES 
ALL OUR EFFORTS DURING AND FOLLOWING ANY EMERGENCY OR 
SAVE IVES AND REDUCE PROPERTY DAMAGE. L KE ALL 
I THE STATE MUST MAINTAIN EMERGENCY COMMUNICATIONS 
AND PROVIDE PLANS PROCEDURES FOR THEIR MAINTENANCE 
DISASTER SERVICES ARE ON CONCEPT OF 




TO PROV DE A TIMELY RESPONSE DISASTERS STATEWIDE, 




ISSEM NATE I 
OF THE RESPONSE PERSONNEL AND 
I I CATEGORIES HAVE BEEN 
EFFORT WHICH PROVIDES FOR THE 
NFORMATION REGARD POTENTIAL 
IS. CURRENTLY DES HAS DIRECT HOT 
45 FORN COUNTIES. 
AVAILABLE TO ALL COUNTIES BY 
WARNING ECTIVE IS TO 
ALL 58 IES AND A MEANS TO 
NFORMAT ON OFFIC ALS AND fHE 
N I M NUTES 
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THE SECOND CATEGORY " ICH W 
ESSENTIAL SYSTEMS AND HARDWARE TO ISE DIRECTION AND 
FOR EMERGENCY RESPONSE THROUGHOUT STATE. THE OBJ 
THIS ELEMENT ARE: 
TO PROVIDE COMMUNICATIONS FOR DIRECTION AND 
WITHIN STATE GOVERNMENT AND TO FEDERAL GOVERNMENT 
EMERGENCY RESOURCES. 
TO PROVIDE COMMUNICATION CHANNELS FOR DIRECTION AND 
CONTROL FROM STATE TO LOCAL GOVERNMENT. 
TO ASSIST LOCAL GOVERNMENT IN PROVIDING FOR DIRECTION AND 
CONTROL WITHIN THEIR JURISDICTIONS. 
TO DEVELOP PROCEDURES FOR UTILIZATION OF NONGOVERNMENT 
COMMUNICATION RESOURCES. 
TO DEVELOP SYSTEMS AND PROCEDURES TO USE THE BROADCAST 
INDUSTRY FOR DISSEMINATION OF WARNING AND EMERGENCY 
PUBLIC INFORMATION OF ALL LEVELS OF 
AND 
TO PROVIDE FOR THE COORDINATED USE OF RADIO AMATEUR 
OPERATORS DURING PERIODS OF DISASTER. 
THE OFFICE OF EMERGENCY SERV CES DOES LONG RANGE OR STRATEGIC 
PLANNING IN HOUSE, AND HAS DEPENDED VERY LITTLE ON OUTSIDE 
VENDERS AND CONSULTANTS FOR ADV CE. TO CONTINUE THIS 
INDEPENDENCE OUR TELECOMMUNICATIONS COORDINATORS ATTEND 
INSTRUCTIONAL COURSES AND MEETINGS TO KEEP ABREAST OF CHANGING 
TECHNOLOGY. WE PRESENTLY HAVE THE MEANS TO PROV DE 
COMMUNICATIONS TO SATISFY THE OBJECTIVES I HAVE MENTIONED, THOUGH 
SOME SYSTEMS ARE MORE ADVANCED THAN OTHERS. WE ARE CONSTANTLY 
AND CORRECTING DEFICIENCIES WITH! OUR EXISTING 
EXAMPLE THROUGH A BUDGET CHANGE PROPOSAL WE 
RED EMERGENCY BROADCAST/RADI COORDINATOR. 
MPORTANCE THESE HAVE FOR YEARS BEEN 
DUE TO PERSONNEL. 
ASSISTANT DI AND v CHIEFS 
I s I SHED 
MAJOR NCOMPATIBILITY 
I GENERAL 
v 0 USERS 
OF THE 











USERS. BUT BECAUSE 
WITH ANOTHER AGENCY. IS S THAT 
DELAYS DURING NORMAL C RCUMSTANCES, HOWEVER, DUR NG 
THE SERVICE AND SUPPORT HAS BEEN EXCELLENT. 
THE PRESENT SYSTEM FOR THE ACQUISI ON OF RESOURCES IS VERY 
CUMBERSot1E. OES MUST DETERMINE EQUIPMENT MUST BE REPLACED 
OR PURCHASED. WE THEN MUST OBTAIN A COST ESTIMATE. A PURCHASE 
ESTIMATE IS DEVELOPED AND SENT TO THE DGS TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
• DIVISION WHERE THE ENGINEERING IS DONE BEFORE IT CAN BE SENT TO 
THE OFFICE OF PROCUREMENT WHERE REQUEST FOR BIDS ARE SENT 
THE OFFICE OF PROCUREMENT ALSO ISSUES THE ORDER AFTER 
THE BIDS ARE RETURNED. THIS TAKES SO LONG ON SOME REQUESTS 
THE PRICE HA& CHANGED SUBSTANTIALLY FROM THE ORIGINAL COST 
ESTIMATE WE RECEIVED" WE ARE THEN FACED WITH A FISCAL CR SIS 
BECAUSE IT IS AT THE END OF THE F SCAL YEAR WHEN FUNDS ARE 
OBLIGATED AND ANY COST INCREASES MUST MADE UP OR THE ORIGINAL 
BUDGETED MONIES ARE LOST IT CAN TAKE UP TO A YEAR FOR EQU PMENT 
ORDERED TO BE DELIVERED 
I DO NOT WANT TO IMPL BY MONY THAT WE CANNOT MAKE 
IMPROVEMENTS IN ANY OF THE AREAS DISCUSSED. IS. WE CAN 
USE HELP WITH BOTH CAL PLANN WE CAN 
OUR COMMUN CATORS BY ENROLL NG THEM IN APPROPRIATE 
COMMUNICATIONS COURSES. WE NEED MORE INTERACTION AMONG OUR 
COUNTERPARTS IN OTHER AGENCIES, AND WE NEED BETTER ENGINEERING 
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Assemblywoman Moore, member 
Bohart, Director, Health and Wel re 
Our Data Center is charged with prov 
data processi services to the 
Welfare Agency (HWA) and to 
ttee, I am Russell 
Data Center (HWDC). 
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effective service to our custome s. 
our efforts in that 
events within the HWDC. 
s Accounti 
Heal 
First in the area mic onto 
scene several years cou e 
significant contribution to State was also a 
need for sta rdization. In 1983, 
from t fice of Informa 
Department of Gene al Serv ces, 
permission to open a "Mic 
December of 1983, we have 
excess of $5,800,000 repre enti a 
pricing to the Departments within our 
DGS has opened a similar store r 
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the Office of Te ecommunicat , we have pursued this new 
technology, and I am happy to r rt t t as of is 
antennas are being installed will in over this 
microwave link on June 1, 1986 s new service, 
expand our capacity by several financial br 
less than 24 months. I think the rtant thing to 
here is that from the time we first ear of the new t 
until it is install 11 less than nine calendar 
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same training at public course 
additional $155,000 in tuition 
diem and some untold amount 
offeri s, it would cost an 
us an itional $178,000 
itional travel 
are maximizing our training dol 
service, HWDC is currently i i 
hopes to have them ready for occupancy 
In or r to 
itional 
July 1, 
As the Director of the HWDC, I am treated as a peer with 
other Directors within the HWA and as such they fr 
utilize the expertise both I and my staff have built up 
areas of information processing and telecommunications. As 
we sit on many of our user departments executive data processi 
review boards and other internal user departmental review 
oversight committees to bring our expertise to r on 
technology questions. In addition, we do significant amounts 




In summary, our experience has lead us to believe that we in 
HWA can bring leading edge technology to the problems in the 
that the current structure of OIT and the Offices 
Telecommunications and Procurement within DGS do not hi 
ability to achieve that and indeed do serve as a reasonable 
and balance to our eager quest for new solutions. 
r our 
Thank you very much. 
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ASSEMRLY C TTEt 
JERRY PARTA N 
DIRECTOR, CALIFORN A DEPARTME oF FaRES Y 
MADAM CHAIRPERSON, MY NAME IS JERRY PARTAIN, DIRECTOR OF 
CALIFORNIA DEPARMENT OF FoRESTRY, J WOULD LIKE TO PRESS MY 
THANKS TO THE CHAIR AND MEMBERS OF E COMMITTEE FOR THE 
OPPORTUNITY TO PROVIDE TESTIMONY TO THE AsSEMBLY COMMITTEE 
UTILITIES AND COMMERCE, CONCERNING "STATE MANAGEMENT OF 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND INFORMATION RESOURCES," As YOU 
ASKED, 1 WILL MAKE MY TESTIMONY VERY BRIEF AND TESTIFY TO THE 
QUESTIONS THAT WOULD BE INTEREST, 
IT IS MY FEELING THAT ADEQUATE ATTENTION IS PROVIDED TO 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT, THE OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
PROVIDES GUIDANCE AND ASSISTANCE IN DESIGNING AND IMPLEMENTING 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS REQUIRED TO SUPPORT THE OPERATIONS OF 
THE CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY, 
I ALSO BELIEVE THAT INTERAGENCY COORDINATION BETWEEN E 
AGENCIES THAT THE CDF WORKS CLOSELY WITH AND HAVE INTERACTIVE 
1 
17 
ISSI S ARE COORDINATED, 
FOR EXAMPLE~ FoRESTRY AND WATER RESOURCES HAVE INTLY 
EL ED A STATEWIDE SYSTEM RE WE HER STATION SENSORS 
USING ELLI RELAY FROM E REMOTE SENSORS TO THE PROCESSING 
C P R IN SACRAMENTO 
COORDINATION DURING ALL PHASES OF THIS PROJECT ENABLED BOTH 
ENCI TO DEVELOP A STATEWIDE SYSTEM CAPABLE OF SERVING THE 
MISSIONS BOTH AGENCIES WHILE PROVIDING SIGNIFICANT COST 
INGS THROUGH SHARING OF EXPENSI COMMUNICATIONS AND COMPUTER 
EQUI NT, 
DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY HAS A PROFESSIONAL 
TELECOMMUNIC IONS STAFF; THEREF WE ARE NOT DEPENDENT ON 
VE 1 S COORDINATION F ECOMMUNICATIONS PLANNING AND 
PROCUREME 
OUR COMMUNICATIONS MANAGERS ARE IN TOUCH WITH OUR 
p E 
1
S MISSI s PL AND DAILY OPERATIONS. As A RESULT, 
THE E E TO CONSI Y PLAN FOR, OBTAIN, AND IMPLEMENT THE 
C NIC IONS FACILITIES THAT OUR DEPARTMENT REQUIRES. 




AGENCIES HAS NOT PR N TO BE A HI ANCE IN OUR EFFOR TO 
ACQUIRE AND IMPLEMENT COMMUNICATIONS ILITES AND SERVlCES, 
OUR DEPARTMENT'S COMt1UNICATIONS MANAGEMENT STAFF HAS 
EXTENSIVE EXPERIENCE IN EOUIPMENT~ND SERVICES ACQUISITION, 
UNDERSTAND THE GOVERNING POLICIES AND PROCEDURES AND Y HAVE 
DEVELOPED POINTS OF CONTACT WITHIN THE CONTROL AGENCIES . 
As A RESULT, OUR STAFF PLANS OUR ACQUISITIONS IN CONFORMANCE 
WITH CURRENT TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY AND DEVELOPS THE 
DOCUMENTATION NEEDED TO OBTAIN TIMELY APPROVAL FOR OUR PROJECTS, 
IN THIS MANNER, WE ARE CONSISTENTLY ABLE TO ACQUIRE THE 
COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT AND SERVICES NECESSARY TO SUPPORT OUR 
MISSION, 
THE USER GROUPS, SUCH AS THE STATE RADIO USERS COMMITTEE, 
HAVE PROVEN TO BE VALUABLE IN ENSURING UNDERSTANDING OF CONTROL 
AGENCIES
1 
POLICIES AND PROCEDURES. OuR DEPARTMENT SUPPORTS THE 
PARTICIPATION OF OUR STAFF IN THE ACTIVITIES OF THE USER GROUPS, 
AT THE DEPARTMENT OF FoRESTRY, WE HAVE DEVELOPED A 
PROFESSIONAL STAFF THAT IS RESPONSIBLE FOR OUR INFORMATION 
3 
,_ 
SYSTEMS PLANS AND FOR MANAGING IMPLEMENTATION OF OUR PROJECTS, 
IN ADDITION, FOR SPECIFIC PROBLEMS OR PROJECTS, WE UTILIZE 
SPECIALISTS FROM THE DEPARTMENT 0~ GENERAL SERVICES OR FROM OTHER 
AGENCIES THAT HAVE PERTINENT EXPERIENCE 
ARE AWARE OF THE E C IVE L L TELECOMM ICATIONS 
TRAINING AND PLAN ON PARTICIPATING IN THAT TRAINING PROGRAM IN 
E NEAR FUTURE. 
THE PARTMENT FORESTRY HAS ESTABLISHED AN INFORMATION 
SYSTEMS PLMiN I NG CoMMITTEE IS RESPONSIBLE FOR ALL PLANNING 
FOR INFORMATION SY MS WILL BE R UIRED TO SUPPORT OUR 
ERATIONS, . THIS COMMITTEE IS DIRECTED BY ONE OF OUR REGION 
CHIEFS AND IS C POSED OF CHNICAL AND OPERATIONAL STAFF 
MANAGERS, T COMMI PRODUCED OUR DEPARTMENT 1 S 
"INFORMATION SYSTEMS II I WHICH HAVE APPROVED. 
R IONS THE I COMMI E ARE REVIEWED AND APPROVED BY 
ICH I CHA R AND INCLUDES THE DEPUTY 
DIRECTORS OF FIRE PROTE I , RESOURCE MANAGEMENT AND MANAGEMENT 
RVICES, 
I 
IN ORDER TO PROVIDE THE I E WI AN RVI 
TYPES OF PROBLEMS THAT DEPARTMENT IS CONCERNED WI I 
EXTENT OF OUR TELECOMMUNICATIO EQUIPMENT AND INTERFACr NEEDS 
WITH OUR COOPERATORS IN PERFORMING OUR EMERGENCY 
RESPONSIBILITIES, THE BACKGROUND INFORMATION IS PROVIDED, 
INCLUDED IN THE INFORMATION ARE THOSE TELECOMMUNICATIONS AREAS 
THAT WE ARE NOW INVESTIGATING SO THAT WE MAY KEEP UP WITH THE 
STATE OF THE ART. 
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THE DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY HAS DIRECT FIRE PR CTION 
RESPONSIBILITY FOR OVER 28 MILLION ACRES, OR 43,612 MILES OF 
TIMBER, WATERSHED AND GRAZING LANDS. 
THIS RESPONSIBILITY EXTENDS WELL OVER 700 MILES FROM 
THE OREGON STATE LINE IN THE NORTH, THE MEXICAN BORDER IN THE 
SOUTH, FROM THE PACIFIC COAST TO ELEVATIONS IN EXCESS OF 8.000 
FEET, 
THIS BROAD PROTECTION RESPONSIBILITY PRESENTS MANY DIFFICULT 
FIRE PROTECTION AND COMMUNICATIONS PROBLEMS BECAUSE OF THE 
VARIETY OF TOPOGRAPHY, VEGETATIVE FUELS, WEATHER, ACCESS AND 
RISKS WHICH ARE PRESENT IN (ALI NIA, 
To MEET ITS RESPONSIBILITY, TH~ DEPARTMENT OPERATES A 
DISPERSED AND DI RSE ORGANIZ ION, FIR ARE DETE BY 72 
LOOKOUTS AND 3 AERIAL PATROLS, AS LL AS REPORTED BY LEPHO 
(2 OF THE AERIAL OLS ARE FUNDED COOPERATIVELY BY THE TIMBER 
INDUSTRY, PRIVATE LANDOWNERS AND CDF), THE THIRD AIR PATROL IS 
FUNDED COMPLETELY BY THE TIMBER INDUSTRY, ADDITIONALLY, 
6 
COOPERATORS SUCH AS U.S: FOREST S VICE IN ADJACENT AREAS ARE 
IMP PART OF THE DETECTION ELEMENT, AS DEPARTMENT IS 
TO M, INTERAGENCY COMMUNIC IbNS PLAYS AN IMPORTANT ROLE IN 
R TO DAY OPERATIONS, NEARLY 4,000 PERMANENT AND SEASONAL 
PLOYEES ARE ASSIGNED 
LITACK BASES, CONSE 
LOOKOUTS, 
220 FIRE STATIONS, 13 AIR ATTACK AND 8 
ION CAMPS AND CENTERS AND THE 72 
FROM ESE FACILITIES, 344 ENGINE COMPANIES, 63 BULLDOZER 
UNITS, 8 HELITACK CREWS, 
21 AIRTANKERS ARE OPER 
CDF CAN RESPOND CR 
AIR ATTACK COORDINATION AIRCRAFT AND 
THE 38 CAMPS AND CENTERS OPERATED BY 
UTILIZING ADULT INMATES, YOUTH WARDS, 
CONSER ION CORPS EMPLOYEES, , THESE REQUIRE A SOPHISTICATED 
RADIO SYSTEM, 
IN ADDITION TO THE STATE FORCES I JUST MENTIONED, 
THIRTY COU IES HAVE CONTRACTED WITH CDF TO PROVI LOCAL 
NT FIRE P CTI UGH SE R TS OUR 
DEPARTMENT CONTROLS AN ADDITIONAL 508 ENGINE COMPANIES WHICH NOT 
ONLY SERVE LOCAL NEED E INTEGRATED INTO CDF's WILDLAND 
7 
ATTACK FORCES, 
CoMMAND AND CONTROL OF HESE FORCES 
LEVELS OF EMERGENCY COMMAND CENTERS ( 
SYSTEM IS THE FOCAL POINT OF THE 
ACCOMPLISHED GH 
), THE COMMAND CE 
NT'S COMMUNICATIONS 
NETWORK AS THESE OFFICES ARE THE CONTACT POINTS FOR REPORTING 
R 
EMERGENCIES AND, DISPATCHING PERSONNEL AND EQUIPMENT TO HANDLE 
EMERGENCIES OF ALL TYPES, 
THIS COMMAND CENTER SYST MUST NOT ONLY ACCOMMODATE THE 
EE 
NORMAL DAY-TO-DAY EMERGENCY AND ADMINISTRATIVE LOAD, BUT ALSO BE 
CAPABLE OF EXPANDING TO MEET THE PEAK LOADS OF MAJOR FIRES AND 
OTHER EMERGENCIES. 
THE STATEWIDE EMERGENCY COMMAND C R IS LOCATED HERE IN 
SACRAMENTO AT THE DEPARTMENT 1 S HEADQUARTERS, 
THE NEXT LEVEL OF COMMAND CENTERS ARE LOCATED IN OUR FOUR 
REGIONAL OFFICES - SANTA RosA, REDDING, FRESNO AND RIVERSIDE, 
THE REGIONAL COMMAND CENTERS OVERSEE, COORDINATE, AND SUPPORT THE 
FIRST LEVEL OF COMMAND CENTERS IN 22 RANGER UNITS, THE RANGER 
UNITS MAY COVER ONLY ONE COUNTY SUCH AS THE SONOMA RANGER llNIT OR 
8 
SAN LUIS OBISPO RANGER UNIT; OR MORE THAN ONE COUNTY SUCH AS THE 
RESPONSIBLE FOR STATE RESPONSIBILITY AREAS IN SIX DIFFERENT 
COU IES, 
MANY OF OUR COMMAND CENTERS ARE SOLIDATED NOT ONLY WITH 
LOC GOVERNMENT BUT ALSO iJ, S, . FOREST SERVICE AND OTHER 
F RAL ENC I ES, NINE OF THE FEDERAL AGENCY DISPATCH OFFICES 
IN IFORNIA HAVE co-LOCATED OR FULLY INTEGRATED THEIR DISPATCH 
FU CTIONS WI CDF AND A TENTH D IN GRATE IN 1987 OR 88, 
TH s CONS ION S F A SIMPLE C -LOC ED EFFORT BETWEEN 
.. _., 
FULL INTEGR ION AT Sus ILLE EEN THE CDF s ~MoDOC 
RANGER UNIT, LASSEN I FoREST, REAU OF LAND f'tlANAGEt1ENT 
SEN CANIC NATIO PARK. THE USFS HAS INTEGRATED BOTH 
OF ITS ZONE DISPATCH OFF ( RTH AND SOUTH) WITH THE CDF 
THE PARTr"l HAS NOT DEVELOPED THE ORGANIZATIONAL 
RE IN ANY ONE AREA OF THE STATE TO MEET THE MAXIMUM FIRE 
9 
• 
OR EMERGENCY P n1. INsr I R ANCE IS p ED 
FLEXIBILITY AND TOTAL DEPTH OF GANIZ I COOPE 
ADJACENT FIRE PROTECTION AGENCIES, PLUS THE USE OF GOODS; 
SERVICES, EQUIPMENT AND PERSONNEL MAY BE AVAIL E FROM 
INDUSTRY AND OTHER NONGOVERNMENTAL SOURCES, FULL UTILIZ 
THE STATE 1 S RESOURCES DEPENDS ON AN ADEQUATE COMMUNICATIO 
SYSTE~1. 
CDF HAS 28 VHF FORESTRY/CONSERVATION FREQUENCIES ASSIGN 
FOR ITS USE,. THIS ALLOWS THE USE OF A DUPLEX RAD I 0 SYSTEM WI 
TONE ACTIVATED REPEATERS THAT GIVE MOUNTAIN TERRAIN COVERAGE 
ALTERNATING FREQUENCIES BETWEEN RANGER UNITS FOR TRAFFIC 
SEGREGATION, To UTILIZE THESE CHANNELS DEPARTMENT OPERATES 
1,605 MOBILE RADIOS, 1,1 HAND IE KIES AND 177 REPEATERS IN 
ADDITION TO THE ECC LOOKOUT AND STATION RADIOS, 
COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN THE DIFFERENT ECC LEVELS IS 
ACCOMPLISHED ON CALIFORNIA's STATE-OWNED SHARED USER MICROWAVE 
SYSTEM, THIS PROVIDES FAST, RELIABLE INFORMATION FLOW BETWEEN 
DISTANT LOCATIONS. 
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THE PARTMENT HAS TAKEN A MAJOR P TO RNIZE OUR FLEET 
WITH USE OF SYNTHESIZED RADIOS CAPABLE OF OPERATING A WIDE 
FRE NCY SPREAD, THIS SPR ALLOWS TO OPER WITH OUR 
c ERATORS ON THEIR FRE ENCIES, MINIMIZING C FU AND 
NCR lNG EFFICIENCY AT MULTI-AGENCY INCIDENTS, THIS 
CAPABILITY AYED A VITAL ROLE IN INTERAGENCY COORDINATION AND 
MUTUAL AID DURING 1985 FIRE SEAS AND IN FLOOD CONTROL WORK WITH 
THE ARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES AND THE OFFICE OF EMERGENCY 
ICES IS PAST WI R, 
THIS TYPE IO EN ES TO USE FREQUENCIES 
LICENS TO u BY F ON A MU BROADER S E, ARE N0\'1 ABLE 
C01'1ri!AND !CAL N S RESULTING IN POSITIVE 
c AND CON F REFIGHTING FORCES AND BETTER FIRE LINE 
!CATIONS, 
RI G 1986 RADIOS IN FIRE ENGINES, BULLDOZERS, CAMP CREW 
VE IC ES, AIRCR c VEHICLES AND PERSONAL PORTABLE 
E BEING REPLACED WI SYNTHESIZ RADIOS, 
E IN THE R ESS CONVE lNG OUR REPEATER OPERATIONS 
FR R TONE TO S TONE (TONE CODED SQUE CH SYSTEMS 
1 
I 
CTCSS) PROVIDING BETTER RADIO COVERAGE IN MOUNTAINOUS RRAIN 
AN ADDITIONAL FEATURE OF CrC rs EVENT ION REP 
FROM SIGNAL LOSS THAT WAS A MAJOR PROBLEM WITH THE BURST TONE 
SYSTEM, 
THE DEPARTMENT NEEDS DURING MAJOR EMERGENCIES GENERATES A 
MULTITUDE OF ORDERS FOR FIRELINE PERSONNEL, EQUIPMENT AND 
SUPPLIES, THIS YEAR WE WILL BE TESTING AN ULTRA HIGH 800 MHZ 
PORTABLE RADIO SYSTEM AS A SUPPORT NET, THE SYSTEM CONSISTS OF 
PORTABLE REPEATERS, BASE STATIONS AND HANDlE TALKIES, WE WILL BE 
TESTING THE USE IN FREQUENCY SHARING, LOGISTICS AND INTELLIGENCE 
GATHERING FOR FIRE COMMAND, SIGNAL ABSORBTION IN TREES AND BRUSH 
AREAS IS A CONCERN AND IS A MAJOR HURDLE TO OVERCOME WITH 800 MHZ 
AND OUR TEST THIS YEAR WILL ENABLE US TO EVALUATE ITS USE AS A 
PORTABLE SYSTEM IN THE WILDLANDS, 
PACKET TECHNOLOGY ALLOWS HIGH SPEED TRANSMISSION OF DIGITAL 
INFORMATION OVER RADIO SYSTEMS. PACKET COMMUNICATIONS WERE USED 
BY SEVERAL OF OUR INCIDENT BASE OPER IONS THIS PAST FIRE SEASON. 
THE AMATEUR RADIO OPERATORS, THROUGH OUR VOLUNTEERS IN PREVENTION 
12 
PROGRAM, ASSISTED THE DEPARTMENT GREATLY IN THIS EFFORT WHEN 
COMMUNICATIONS WERE STRETCHED TO THE BREAKING POINT. 
THIS TECHNOLOGY WE HOPE TO TAKE A STEP FURTHER BY DEVELOPING 
AND TESTING PACKET COMMUNICATIONS, USING CDF FREQUENCIES, IF 
IS CAN BE ACCOMPLISHED IN AN EFFECTIVE MANNER, IT WILL PROVIDE 
WITH THE SEVERAL MEANS OF PROCESSING INFORMATION AND ORDERS 
FROM BASE CAMPS TO OUR EMERGENCY COMMAND CENTERS AND PROVIDE 
BETTER CAPABILITIES DURING MAJOR DISASTERS. 
THE UNIQUE AND MULTIFACETED NATURE OF THE DEPARTMENT OF 
FoRESTRY'S MISSION HAS, IN TURN, LED US TO UNIQUE AND INNOVATIVE 
SOLUTIONS TO OUR INFORMATION NEEDS, IN 1983, CDF COMPLETED ITS 
FIRST INFORMATION SYSTEMS PLAN CIS~), THIS DOCUMENT INCLUDED 
SYSTEM STUDIES ON THE PARTMENT'S TEN HIGHEST PRIORITY SYSTEMS, 
HARDWARE ARCHITECHTURE, AND A FIVE-YEAR DEVELOPMENT AND 
IMPL NTATION PLAN, BoTH THE OFFICE OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 
COlT) AND THE OFFICE OF ~1ANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGY COMT) HAVE PROVIDED 
C WITH GUIDANCE AND ASSISTANCE THROUGHOUT THE DEVELOPMENT AND 
INITIAL IMPLEMENTATION OF OUR ISP. 
13 
THE HARDWARE ARCHITEC E I E IGI PLAN R 
THE USE OF MICROCOMPUTERS 0 AR N KS. THI N w 
TECHNOLOGY HAS CHANGED THE WAY PROCESSING IS PERFO ED 
MUCH AS OR MOF<E THAN IT H?.S CHMIG E WAY ( FUNCTIONS ARE 
PERFORMED, THE NEW SOFTWARE PAC ES MAKE POSSIBLE THE 
DEVELOPMENT OF TRADITIONAL SYSTEMS LIKE ACCOUNTING AND INVEN Y 
WITH ONLY ONE PERSON ASSIGNED TO EACH PROJECT, IN TIMEFRAMES 
MEASURED IN WEEKS RATHER THAN MON AND FINAL PRODUCTS THAT 
EXCEED REQUIREMENTS. THESE ACCOMPLISHMENTS ARE VERY UNUSUAL. 
WITH THE SUCCESS EXPERIENCED BY CDF IN IMPLEMENTING THE 
PLAN, IT WAS NECESSARY TO UPDATE THE 1983 EDITION LAST YEAR, 
THIS UPDATE, COMPLETED IN MAY, 1985, WAS REQUIRED TO DEFINE THE 
NEXT LEVEL OF AUTOMATION AND AVOID GAPS IN THE AUTOMATION OF 
CDF. IT REFLECTS A GOOD DEAL OF COORD NATED EFFORT BETWEEN CDF 
AND THOSE AGENCIES HAVING OVERSIGHT ES NSIBILITIES TO IDENTIFY 
PROBLEMS, DEVELOP RECOMMENDATIONS, ESTIMATE COSTS AND BENEFITS 
AND PREPARE AN IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY. 
WE ALSO HAVE A FEASIBILITY STUDY IN PROGRESS TO COMP RIZE 
OUR INCIDENT BASE OPERATIONS, THIS WILL AUTOMATE E ORDERING 
14 
R S FR INCID THROUG R U IT, REGI S AND 
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Admini str ve 
Page 3 
• Desires To expand use tectmol 
• New system proposals 
The Office of Management Technology and Planning will assist offices in the 
identification of required changes. It will be the responsibility of Ct1TP 
to respond with the appropriate planning changes and required approval documents 
in an expeditious fashion. 
Questions concerning this Administrative Order should be directed to Jack Smith, 
Chief, Office of Management Technology and Planning at 323-3066 • 
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